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Lotocky installed as Chicago eparch
CH1CAGO - Bishop innocent Lo–
tocky, former pastor of the immaculate
Conception Ukrainian Catholic Church
in Hamtramck, Mich., was installed as
the second eparch of the Chicago
Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy in ceremonies at St. Nicholas Cathedral here
on April 2.
The installation was conducted by
Archbishop Stephen Sulyk who had

Recognition of Sheptytsky
is long overdue,
says Jewish activist
JERSEY C1TY - N.J. - Jakiv
- Si!lsknsky. journalist and member of the
Public Committee for Jewish–Ukrainian
Cooperation in Jerusalem, recently
forwarded a letter to the editors of
Svoboda in which he addresses the issue
of the long-overdue recognition of
Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church as one of
the "Righteous of the World" for his
actions in saving Jews' lives during
World War 11.
The first petition regarding the posthumous recognition of Metropolitan
Sheptytsky was submitted 19 years"ago
by Rabbi Dr. David Kagan. According
to Mr. Suslensky, Rabbi Kagan's peti–
tion has not yet been acted upon
beacause of "political reasons."
in addition to having saved the life of
Rabbi Kagan, Metropolitan Sheptytsky
is credited with having saved the lives of
the son of Rabbi Levin, the head rabbi
in Lviv, and some 400 Jewish children
who were given refuge in monasteries
under the metropolitan's jurisdiction.
The designation of Metropolitan
Sheptytsky as one of the "Righteous of
the World." would include (he planting
of a tree in the Aisle of the Righteous, a
memorial park in Tel Aviv dedicated to
those individuals who saved Jewish
lives during the Holocaust.
An article accompanying Mr. Suslen–
sky's letter...which was written in Rus–
sian, appears in translation below.
Metropolitan Count Andrey Shep–
tytsky. head of the Ukrainian Ca–
tholic (Uniatc) Church, died on No–
vember j , 1944, in Lviv. Among the
mourners who followed the funeral
cortege were Jews whose lives he had
saved Western Ukraine was mourn–
ing the loss of its savior and bene–
factor: a noble, principled and holy
man.
І should like to relate what 1 know
about Andrey Sheptytsky's relations
with the Jews - relations which
make him worthy of Being recog–
(Contimied on page 11)

been installed only two days earlier as
metropolitan for Ukrainian Catholics
in the United States.
Bishop Lotocky succeeds Bishop
Jaroslav Gabro, who died in March
1980.
The ceremony and subsequent divine
liturgy were attended by 15 Ukrainian
Catholic hierarchs from the United
States, Canada and Argentina, 10
Roman Catholic prelates led by Car–
dinal John Cody of Chicago, over 70
members of the clergy, scores of nuns
and several thousand faithful.
Among the participants were Arch–
bishop-Metropolitan Maxim Herma–
niuk of Canada, Archbishop Stephen J.
Kocisko of the Byzantine Rite Archdiocese of Pittsburgh; ArchbishopCoadjutor Myroslav Lubachivsky and
Bishop Andrew Sapelak of Argentina."
Archbishop Metropolitan Mstyslav
of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church was
represented by Archbishop Constantine
of Chicago.
That evening a testimonial banquet
was held in honor of the new eparch at
the Marriott O'Hare Hotel with some
800 persons in attendance.
As the bells of St. Nicholas Ukrainian
Catholic Cathedral and Ss. volodymyr
and O'ha Ukrainian Catholic Church
sounded^prelates, clergy, nuns, faithful
and representatives of various church
and community organizations walked
in a procession from St. Nicholas School
to the cathedral, which 'they filled to
capacity.
The brief installation ceremony then
took place. First, the papal bull de–
signating Bishop Lotocky eparch of
Chicago was read in both the Ukrainian
and English languages. As Metropoli–
tan Sulyk presented Bishop Lotocky the
crozier, the symbol of his authority, the
100-voice Andrew Sheptytsky choir
directed by Juriy Jarymowycz sang
"Axios" (he is worthy). The newly
installed eparch then pledged his loyalty
and cooperation to the metropolitan
and to Patriarch Josyf.
The deans of the Chicago eparchy
then paid homage to Bishop Lotocky by
kissing the hand cross, ring and the
omorphion on his right shoulder.
Afterwards a divine liturgy was
celebrated by Bishop Lotocky with 12
bishops, 10 priests and two deacons.
Archbishop Lubachivsky, Metropoli–
tan Sulyk and Cardinal Cody presided
at the service.
The choir sang the Chicago Divine
Liturgy composed bv Prof. Andriy
Hnatyschyn of vienna.
After the reading of the gospel.
Metropolitan Sulyk delivered a deeply
patriotic and religious address. He said
that the eparchy deserves a leader who is
earnest, intelligent and devoted to his
flock, and that Bishop Lotocky cmbodies precisely these qualities.

Xenya Odezynskyi

Bishop innocent Lotocky, new eparch of Chicago, celebrates the divine liturgy
following his installation.
The homily delivered by Bishop
Lotocky at the end of the liturgy was
based on the motto he has chosen for his
episcopal work, "Tend my flock." The
bishop said: "My life, time, health and
prayers belong to you, members of my
eparchy." He promised to be a true
pastor, to celebrate liturgy in the
church, to preach and to hear confes–
sions. he also expressed his dedication
to the "Pomisna" Ukrainian Catholic
Church headed by Patriarch Josyf and
stated that he would be "pleased if all of
us bishops work together within one
patriarchate for the Church in Ukraine
and abroad."
He spoke warmly of Orthodox Uk–
rainians, noting: "We are children of one
Chuicn and nation, we bow to one God.
There is no Orthodox or Catholic
Christ, ihere is no Orthodox or CatholicMother of God: there is only one Christ
and one Mother of God."

About 1Ю0 persons
includingsome
90 parishioners of Bishop Lotocky's
former Detroit parish - attended
ed a banquet in honor of the new
eparch.
The banquet emcee was the Rev. B.
Panchuk of Detroit.
After Metropolitan Hermaniuk said
grace, welcomes to the new bishop of
Chicago were delivered by lwanna
Gorchynsky, executive secretary of The
New Stareparchial weekly, on behalf of
(Continued on pagr 16)
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Helsinki Watch, publishers appeal
on Anatoly Marchenko's behalf

Amnesty international says case
of Meshko requires urgent action

NEW YORK - The U.S. Helsinki
Watch Committee in a March 20 telegram to Soviet Premier Leonid Brezh–'
nev, urged the release of Soviet humanrights advocate Anatoly Marchenko,
who was arrested on March 17 at his
home in Karabanov, viadimir Oblast,
100 kilometers east of Moscow.

LONDON - Amnesty international
has designated the case of Oksana
Meshko as one requiring "urgent ac–
tioh" and has recommended that telegrams and letters calling for the imme–
diate release of the political prisoner in
light of her age and poor health be sent
to Soviet authorities.
Appeals to the chairman of
t h e S u p r e m e C o u r t of t h e
Ukrainian SSR, asking that he review
the sentence passed on Ms. Meshko in
view of her age and health, and because
she is a prisoner of conscience, should
be sent to: SSSR (USSR); Ukrainska
SSR; m. Kiev; vul. Yorovskoho 16;

A former political prisoner and the
author or "My Testimony," Mr.
M a r c h e n k o was t a k e n i n t o
custody repojtedly on charges of "antiSoviet agitation and propaganda,"
which carries a 15-year term for those
previously convicted on the charges.
The U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee
has also sent a telegram urging discus–
sion of Mr. Marchenko's case to Am–
bassador Max Kampelman, head of the
U.S. delegation to the Madrid Con–
ference to review compliance with the
Helsinki Accords.
Chairman Robert L. Bernstein speak–
ing for the U.S. Helsinki Watch Com–
mittee, called Mr. Marchenko's arrest
"a tragic event which will be deeply felt
in the entire international human-rights
community. Anatoly Marchenko was
first sentenced at 18; at .43, he had
already served 15 years in camps and in
exile. His new arrest threatens him with
15 more years, an alarming sentence for
a man whose health has been broken by
long years at hard labor. He is being
punished for his intolerance for in–
justice and for his efforts to save his
fellow inmates from oblivion."
Mr. Marchenko has suffered from
meningitis. He is partially deaf and has
undergone intestinal surgery twice,
most recently in 1979.
і

His book, "My Testimony." which
chronicles his camp experiences through
1-966. was the first expose of labor
camps in the post-Stalin era. Published
in this country by Dutto'n"in 1969. it has
been translated into many languages,
including Japanese. Mr. Marchenko is
also the author of "From Tarusa to
Siberia" (Strathcona. 1980), a book of
memoirs of his exile.

Soviets sentence
Kharkiv engineer
ELL1COTT City, Md. - Word has
reached the West that Anatoliy Zin–
chenko, an engineer from Kharkiv, was
sentenced to six years' imprisonment
and five years' exile on January. 19,
ostensibly for disseminating anti-Soviet
literature. The news was reported by the
Smoloskyp Ukrainian information
Service.
Mr. Zinchenko's troubles began
when he visited Austria in 1972 and
went to the West German Embassy to
see about the possibility of employment
there should he be allowed to leave the
Soviet Union again.
On his return, the 56-year-old Zin–
chenko, who worked in Germany as a
forced laborer during World War H,was
arrested and spent over a year in various
prisons in Moscow and Kharkiv.
Circumstances surrounding the dis–
tribution of anti-Soviet literature charge
are not known.

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Members of
the international Freedom to Publish
Committee on March 25 sent a letter to
Leonid 1. Brezhnev, chairman of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
with copies to Boris Stukalin, chairman
of the State Committee of the USSR,
and Boris Pankin, director of vAAP, to
protest the arrest of Anatoly Mar–
chenko.
The text of the letter follows.
"Members of the Association of
American Publishers are shocked and
saddened to learn of the arrest of Soviet
author Anatoly Marchenko.
"Mr. Marchenko. whose works have
been published in the United States, was
a guest of U.S. publishers at a reception
held in Moscow in 1979 at the the time
of the second Moscow Book Fair.
Now, on the eve of the third Moscow
Book Fair, this action against Mr.
Marchenko — together with other
recent actions toward Soviet writers
such as the revocation of citizenship and
enforced exile of Lev Kopelev, vasily
Aksyonov and viadimir voinovich —
casts a chill on U.S.-Soviet publishing
relations, it is a severe blow to the cause
of peace and understanding which the
Moscow Book Fair represents.

verkhovny Sud Ukr. SSR; Predsidny–
kovi.
Appeals should also be sent to:
Ministry of internal Affairs of the
Ukrainian SSR; SSSR (USSR); Uk–
rainska SSR: m. Kiev; MvD Ukr.
SSR; Ministrovi.
Copies of appeals of letters express–
ing concern may be sent to the editors of
the Soviet Ukrainian newspapers Pravda
Ukrainy: SSSR (USSR); Ukrainska
SSR; m. Kiev; Pravda Ukrainy Redak–
torovi; and to News from Ukraine:
SSSR (USSR); Ukrainska SSR; m.
Kiev– 34; Zoloti vorota 6; visti z Uk–
rainy; Redaktorovi.

Helsinki monitor Osipova sentenced

MOSCOW - Tatiana Osipova, a psychiatric hospitals. The book was
member of the Moscow group monitor– published in the West last year.
ing the human-rights provisions of the
Ms. Osipova, the mother of one child
1975 Helsinki Accords, was convicted by a former marriage, was the subject of
on April 2 of "anti-Soviet agitation and KGB harassment since joining the
propaganda" and sentenced to five human-rights group, and in 1979 she
years' imprisonment to be followed by was forced to leave her job as a com–
five years of internal exile, according to puter programmer at the Moscow
the Associated Press.
Oblast Pedagogical institute. She was arrested on May 27 of last
Ms. Osipova reportedly suffers from
year and held in Moscow's Lefortovo liver and kidney ailments, and a physi–
Prison until her trial, which began cian who examined her in prison last fall
"Mr. Marchenko has already served March 31.
recommended that she be treated im–
15 years in prison and exile. His health
The 32-year-old computer specialist mediately for gynecological complica–
has been broken by years of hard labor. jpined the Moscow group in 1977. Her tions.
We urge his immediate release from husband, ivan Kovalev, also a member,
On learning of Ms. Osipova's sen–
detention and further persecution." joined in 1979.
tence, Jeri Laber, executive director of
in 1977 and 1978, Ms. Osipova co- the New York-based Helsinki Watch
The letter was signed by: John Ma–
crae Hi, chairman, international Free– authored two samizdat articles on Committee, said in an April 2 statement
political
repression in the USSR with that the committee members were
dom to Publish Committee, and presi–
dent, E.P. Dutton; Roland Algrant. fellow group member, viktor Neki– "shocked and grieved "at the sentencing
executive vice president, Feffer 8c pelov, author of "institute of Fools," and urged Moscow to "reconsider the
Simons inc.; Robert L. Bernstein, which describes the conditions in Soviet harsh punishment," the AP reported.
chairman of the board, chief executive
officer and president. Random House
inc.; Simon Michael Bessie, senior vice
president. Harper 8c Row, Publishers;
ORANGE. Calif. - The'savage cd attacks by the daily newspaper Tiesa.
No one has yet been implicated for
Lisa Drew, executive editor, Doubleday beatings of several Catholic priests in
8c Company inc.; Lawrence Hughes, Lithuania last year was the subject of a the crime.
president, William Morrow 8c Com– document issued several months ago by
Also last year, the committee's docu–
-pany,--Anne Mr–Johnson, assistant to the Catholic Committee for the Defense ment describes the brutal beatings of
the president, Random,House inc.; Jeri of Believers' Rights and sent to the the Revs. Benediktas Povilanskis,
Laber, executive director international procurator of the Lithuanian SSR. Antanas Bitvinskas and vytautas Uz–
Freedom to Publish Committee, AAP; Keston News reported.
kuraitis.
Kenneth D. McCormick, senior edito–
The committee emphasized the fact
І he document pointed to an alarm–
rial consultant, Doubleday 8c Company ing increase in vicious assaults on that those responsible for the crimes
inc.; Patricia Soliman. president and Catholic clergy and the desecration and have not been caught, and speculated
publisher. Coward, McCann A Geog– destruction of churches. One such that "perhaps no real search was made."
hegan inc.; Charles B. Stotl, vice attack resulted in the death of the Rev. it accused the government of acting in
president, John Wiley A Sons inc.; and Leonas Sapoka. who was found savagely collusion with the "Soviet Mafia"
Alan D. Williams, vice president, beaten in his home last fall, it was responsible for the attacks, charging
editorial director, viking-Penguin inc. reported that his body showed signs of that the government is knowingly
sadistic torture, which may have lasted harboring anit-religious elements. The
four to five hours. Before his death, the document was reportedly signed by
Rev. Sapoka was the subject of publish– thousands of believers and priests.

Assaults on clergy reported in Lithuania

Political prisoner
Turyk dies

JEW YORK - News has reached
theWest that Andriy Markovych Turyk,
54, a long-time member of the Ukrai–
nian resistance movement, died in
October 1980 following cancer surgery
in a Perm Hospital, according to the
press service of the Ukrainian Supreme
Liberation Council (abroad).
in 1958, Mr. Turyk was given a 25year sentence for his activities with the
Ukrainian insurgent Army (UPA) and
the Organization of Ukrainian Nationa–
iists (OUN).
Born on October 14, 1927, in the
village of Birky in the Lubashivsky
region of volhynia, Mr. Turyk was due
to be released in 1983. While serving his
labor-camp sentence, Mr. Turyk expressed a desire to emigrate to the West
following the completion of his sen–
tence.
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U.S. psychiatric group works for
release of exiled Soviet colleague

Ukrainians, Jews in Phi!ly
pledge mutual cooperation

WASH!NGTON - The American the release of Gluzman," according to
Psychiatric Association (АРА) has Psychiatric News.
stepped up its efforts to gain the release
Dr. Gluzman, who was honored with
of Dr. Semyon Gluzman, a Kiev psy– a Distinguished Fellowship in the АРА
chiatrist who has been imprisoned since Mast year, is currently serving the re–
1972 for openly condemning Soviet mainder of his 10-year sentence in
abuse of psychiatry to muzzle political Siberian exile along with his wife, irina.
dissent, reported the March 20 issue of
in a 1971 report on World War 11, Dr.
Psychiatric News, the, APA's journal. Gluzman joind Gen. Petro Grigorenko.
Late last year, the АРА board of now living in the West, in co-authoring a
trustees approved the hiring of a legal paper calling for an end to the Soviet
consul to handle the Gluzman case. The practice of "imprisoning political dis–
move followed recommendations by senters without publicity by 'confining'
Dr. Harold visotsky, chairman of the them to psychiatry hospitals."
Committee on. Abuse and Misuse of
Two years later. Dr. Gluzman refused
Psychiatry, and Dr. Alfred M. Freed– to declare mentally ill Leonid Plyushch,
man, head of the Council on lnterna– a Ukrainian dissident and cyberneticist,
tional Affairs.
who was also a close friend. Neverthe–
Joel Klein, the APA's attorney who less, Mr. Plyushch was confined to a
has been charged with investigating the mental hospital and, up until his release
case, has said that as soon as he receives and subsequent emigration to the. West
a power of attorney from Dr. Gluzman, in 1976, was regularly injected with
he will begin to pursue "all possible
' (Continued on page 16)
diplomatic and legal means to secure

PH1LADELPH1A - The American
Jewish Committee has joined with
leaders of the Ukrainian-American
community on March 27 in expressing
the hope that a recent citizenshiprevocation decision against a Ukrainian
immigrant accused of war crimes during
World War 11 should not be "a source of
divisiveness" between Jews and Ukrai–
nians in Philadelphia.
Federal Judge Louis J. Bechtle re–
cently revoked the citizenship of Wolo–
dymir Osidach, retired 76-year-old
Philadelphia slaughterhouse worker, for
having lied when he said his occupation
was diary worker when he entered the
United States in 1949.
The U.S. government contended at a
civil trial last fall that Mr. Osidach was
an officer in the German-backed Ukrai–
nian police in Rawa-Ruska, and that he
had helped Germans round up 14,000
Jews in 1942-43 and send them to death
camps. The decision paves the way for
Mr. Osidach's deportation.

Rep. McHugh calls for
release of My kola Rudenko

During the trial, several Ukrainians
in the Philadelphia area expressed
concern to the American Jewish Com–

WASH1NGTON - in a February 13 taken immediately to improve the
letter to Soviet boss Leonid 1. Brezhnev, conditions under which he is being
Rep. Matthew F. McHugh (D-N.Y.) held."
called for the "unconditional release
in calling on Mr. Brezhnev to review
from prison" of Mykola Rudenko, 60, the case, the congressman added that "it
the ailing head of the Ukrainian Hel– would be a simple act of humanity and
sinki Group, who has served nearly four justice if you were to order his uncondi–
years of 12-year term.
tional release from prison."
Citing Mr. Rudenko's failing health
Rep. McHugh's letter was due in part
and his classification as an invalid to the efforts of Dr. Oleh Wolansky, a
because of serious spinal wounds suf– Ukrainian community activist, who
fered during World War H, the Albany provided the congressman with perti–
area congressman asked the Soviet nent materials on the Rudenko case.
leader to review the case.
Rep. McHugh was one of 68 con–
Mr. Rudenko, a poet and a decorated gressman who signed a letter to Soviet
war hero, was sentenced in camera on Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin last
July 1, 1977, to seven years in a labor month asking him to intervene on Mr.
camp to be followed by five years' Rudenko's behalf. The joint congres–
internal exile after he was found guilty sional letter was initiated by Rep.
of anti-Soviet agitation and propa– Millicent Fenwich (R-N.J.) and asked
ganda.
the Soviet government to release Mr.
Rep. McHugh also noted that Mr. Rudenko so that he could come to the
Rudenko is no longer exempt from ^West for propermedical treatment and
corrective labor and that" the writer's therapy
"life may be in danger unless steps are

Three Toronto Ukrainians win
Ontario Parliament seats

Coughlin appeals
for Rudenko
WASH1NGTON - Rep. Lawrence
Coughlin (R-Pa.) has written a letter on
behalf of imprisoned Ukrainian dissi–
dent and poet Mykola Rudenko to the
director of the corrective labor colony
where the 60-year-old co-founder of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group is currently
being held.
The March 12 lervr called for Mr.
Rudenko's "unconditional release as a
prisoner of conscience." particularly in
light of his failing health, which has
been aggravated by his being forced to
woj-k at hard labor.
Rep. Coughlin indicated that the
letter was written ai the suggestion ol
Amnesty international, a worldwide
rights' watchdog group.
On March 10. Rep. Coughlin wrote
his colleagues in the Housc of Represen–
tatives urging them to cosign a letter on
behallof Mr. Rudenko initiated by Rep.
Millicent Fenwick (R-N.J.) The joint
congressional letter, which asked the
Soviet leadership to release Mr. Ru–
denko so that he could come to the
United States for medical treatment,
was sent to Soviet Ambassador Anutoly
Dobrynin. it wassigned by 68 congressmen.

mittee's Philadelphia chapter that the
trial and the resulting coverage in the
media night help create a negative
image of the Ukrainian community
generally. Several meetings were held,
and a formal statement — believed to be
the first in the United States jointly
issued by Jewish and Ukrainian groups
— was thereupon prepared.
in their statement, the two groups
affirmed the principle that "criminality
is a matter of individual responsibility"
and that "no group, community or
ethnic communities can be held liable
for the pernicious acts, if and when
proven, of its individual members."
The two groups, in their statement,
also pledged to strive for "a greater
understanding of the oppression of
Jews through the millenia, and that of
Ukrainians throughout their more than
1,000-year history."
"Persecution of the Jews under
Hitler," the statement went on, "and of
both the Ukrainians and Jews from
tsarist times, which has continued
through Stalin and to date under
(Continued on page 16)

TORONTO - Riding on the coat- unseated the incumbent member of the
tails of Premier Bill Davis's easy victory NDP.
,
in the Ontario provincial elections on
Nick Leluk retained his Humber
March 19, three Toronto Ukrainians - riding by a comfortable majority.
all members of the majority Progressive
in other races, freshman candidate
Conservative Party - were elected to lhor Walter Bardyn, a Liberal running
the provincial parliament, according to in the Bellwoods riding, missed unseat–
the Ukrainian Echo, monthly supple– ing the NDP incumbent by less than 300
ment to Homin Ukrainy.
votes.
Bob Boychyn, a Progressive Conser–
Yuri Shymko, a former member of vative from Oshawa, ran well in a
the Canadian Parliament and chairman traditional NDP stronghold, in the
of the Ontario Advisory. Council on riding of Windsor-Walkerville, Bernie
Multicultural ism and Citizenship, won Newman, who is of Polish-Ukrainian
the High Park-Swansea riding from the origin, held on to his Liberal seat.
National Democratic Party, which lost
There were reports circulating around
12 seats.
Toronto immediately following the
election that both Messrs. Shymko and
in the Lakeshore riding, Al Kolyn, in Leluk had a shot at being named to the
office. rj
his third attempt at elected office,
Davis
a v j s cabinet.
І

Writer says Western coverage of USSR is unbalanced
4GTON —
WASHINGTON
- Writing
writing in
in the
the
January issue of Reason, a literary
journal, Walter Parchomenko argued
that Western press coverage of dissent
in the Soviet Union fails to provide a
balanced view by focusing a dispropor–
tinate amount of attention on Soviet
repression of Jews.
By downplaying the plight of prese–
cuted Christians, non-Russian ethnic
minorities, Muslims and others, Mr.
Parchomenko contends that the press
has created an impression in the public
mind that Jews are the sole dissenters in
Soviet society, an impression that abets
Soviet efforts to isolate Jews. This
imbalance, which the author ascribes, in
part, to unimaginative reporting, ulti–
mately hurts the cause of non-Jewish
dissidents.
"it fosters the Soviet perception that
Americans.are selective in their defense
of human rights and it permits Soviet
officials to assert and assidaously
propagate the mistaken notion that all
dissidents are Jewish and that Jews are
the only sizeable group of persecuted
Soviet citizens currently seeking to
emigrate," wrote. Mr. Parcnomenko.
in fact, Mr. Parchomenko went on,
non-Russian dissidents make up the
greatest percentage of Soviet political

prisoners, and he cited estimates of
Andrei Sakharov and valentyn Moroz
that Ukrainians, who make up roughly
20 percent of the Soviet population,
account for well over 50 percent of all
Soviet political prisoners.
Mr. Parchomenko also noted that
most Americans are unaware that nonRussian and Christian dissidentstypi–
caily incur maximum prison sentences
and frequent resentencing.
"Few Americans realize that thou–
sands of Christians and non-Russian
dissidents in the USSR are systemati–
cally denied permission to emigrate
despite their unyielding efforts. The fact
that more than 20,000 Soviet Pentecos–
tals alone have been repeatedly denied
their right to emigrate has not figured
prominently in the spate of newspaper
reports on Soviet emigration policy,"
said Mr. Parchomenko.
To emphasize the point that Chris–
tian dissidents receive extremely harsh
treatment, Mr. Parchomenko quoted
the Rev. vasyl Romaniuk, writing from
internal exile in Yakutia in 1979:
"(Christian prisoners) face twice as
much repression as other convicts."
What is particularly missing in Wes–
tern reporting on non-Jewish Soviet
dissidents, according to Mr. Parcho–

menko, is essential background
infor–
backgr
mation on individuals and groups,
photographs and human-interest ma–
terial, as well as follow-up reports,
analysis and commentary on the issues
involved.
This information, Mr. Parchomenko
continued, is readily available from a
variety of sources, including underground Soviet human-rights journals
that reach the West, and bulletins of the
Helsinki monitoring groups in various
Soviet republics.
Although there are exceptions, Mr.
Parchomenko concluded that, in the
main. Western press coverage of Soviet
dissent has been inadequate and
incomplete. This "chronic failure of
American newspapers to probe essen–
tiai dimensions of Soviet dissent" has, in
Mr. Parchomenko's view, denied the
victims of repression the protection that
so often follows negative public reaction.
Given the considerable influence that
prominent American newspapers can
exert on Soviet officials by publicizing
their human-rights violations "for
journalists and editors to brush over the
severe plight of these victims... reflects a
conspicuous and unwarranted habit of
reporting," wrote Mr. Parchomenko.
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Wynar elected president of
Ukrainian Historical Society
NEW YORK - Dr. Lubomyr Wynar
was elected president of The Ukrainian
Historical Society at the organization's
recent membership meeting.
Elected as honorary president of the
association was Dr. Oleksander Oh–
loblyn. Other officers are Dr. Marko
Antonovych, vice-president; and Dr.
Oleksander Dombrovsky, secretary and^
treasurer.
Elected as members of the board
were: Dr. Oleksander Baran (Canada),
Dr. Bohdan Wynar (U.S.A.), Dr. Mi–
chael Pap (U.S.A.), Dr. Orest Sub–
telny (U.S.A.), Dr. Theodor Ciuciura
(Canada), Dr. Dmytro Shtohryn
(U.S.A.) and Sen. Paul Yuzyk (Cana–
da).
Elected to the auditing committee
were: Prof. 'Lev Bukovsky, Dr. Osyp
Martyniuk and Prof. Oleh Gerus.
The Ukrainian Historical Society was
founded in 196S. Among its publica–
tions are: "Ukrainskyi lstoryk"("Ukrainian Historian") as well as such serial
publications as: "istorychni Monoh–
rafii" ("Historical Monographs"),
"istorychni Studii" ("Historical
Studies"), "Hrushevskyiana" and
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Republican candidate for NJ. governor
m e e t s with Ukrainian community members
MAPLEWOOD, N.J. - Tom Kean,
Republican gubernatorial candidate,
recently met with members of the
Ukrainian community at his Living–
ston, N.J., home.
The meeting was a mutual exchange of
ideas during which Mr. Kean explained
his platform to the representatives and
was himself able to build upon his
knowledge of Ukrainian culture and
history. Mr. Kean's background in this
area comes from his 10 years of service
in the State Assembly. Additionally, as a
former member of the New Jersey
Highway Commission, which operates
the Garden State Arts Center, he has
had first-hand experience with the
Ukrainian Festival, as wel) as with other
ethnic festivals held yearly at the center.

Present at the conference with Mr.
Kean were the following members of the
Ukrainian community: victor Rud,
Peter Paluch, Zenon Onufryk, Luba
Ostapiak, Jaroslaw Mulyk, ivan Pe–
lech, George Balynsky, Andrew Hreho–
rovich, Raymond Zabihach, Michael
Koziupa, Myron M. Bytz, Barry W.
Thompson, Mykola Hrehorovich and
Wolodar Lysko.
Mr. Kean; told the group:
" He would strive for reversal of the
disintegration of urban neighborhoods,
which expecially affects older people
who have settled in the cities, and who
watch as their home values drop with
the deterioration of the neighborhoods.
e He appreciates the need to retain
contact with the ethnic community, and

Dr. Lubomyr Wynar
"Memoiristica. Among its outstanding
publications is the Atlas of Ukraine.
This year will mark the 15th anni–
versary of the society's activity; the
occasion-will be appropriately observed
in various Ukrainian communities.

Encyclopedia to be released in 1982
EDMONTON - The Canadian brought into being by the Ukrainian
Foundation for Ukrainian Studies has Professional and Business Federation
announced the forthcoming publication in 1975.
Based on 25 years of preparation by
of the alphabetical, multi-volume "Encyclopedia of Ukraine" (in English), the over 100 scholars from around the
first volume of which is scheduled to be world, the encyclopedia will provide a
released in fall 1982 by the University of first-rate guide to the life and culture of
Ukrainians both in Ukraine and in the
Toronto Press.
This major scholarly project repre– ' diaspora.
The price of volume І (A-F) is Si00.
sents a completely revised and updated
translation of Entsyklopediya Ukrain– Ordering information is available from:
oznavstva H. The editorial board con– The Canadian institute of Ukrainian
sists of: volodymyr Kubijovyc, editor- Studies; Slavic Department; University
in-chief; vasyl Markus, associate edi– of Toronto; Toronto, Ont. M5S 1A1.
Тах-deductiWe donations, to offset
tor; and George Luckyj, assistant
editor. The encyclopedia has been costs of the project and ensure publica–
prepared under auspices of the tion of subsequent volumes, should be
Shevchenko Scientific Society, the sent to: The Canadian Foundation for
Canadian institute of Ukrainian Stu– Ukrainian Studies; 0304, 9901 - 108th
dies, and the Canadian Foundation for St., Edmonton, Alta, Canada T5K 1G8;
Ukrainian Studies. The project was telephone: (403) 423-2295.

From left are: Tom Kean, Republican candidate for New Jersey governor;
Congressman Jim Courier, state campaign director; and Ukrainian community
activists' Zenon Onufryk, Luba Ostapiak and Мук ola Hrehorovich.
Mr. Kean is considered a front- to form an organizational structure to
runner in the. expanding field of candi– accomplish this goal.
" He expressed "deep concern" with
dates vying for the Republican nomina–
the prevailing "misrepresentation" of
tion.
Mr. Kean was recently endorsed by history and culture as it pertains to
former President Gerald R. Ford. Eastern Europe, the USSR and Uk–
raine, and will strive to see that this is
During his years in the legislature, corrected in the public school system.
Mr. Kean served as speaker of the
" He will explore the possibility of
Assembly, Republican majority leader reducing the operating cost of the
and acting governor.
Garden State Arts Center, thus re–
He is president and chairman of ducing the financial burden of running
Realty Transfer Company in Elizabeth. the heritage festivals.
" While appreciating that the Hel–
Mr. Kean pointed out to the Ukrai– sinki agreement addresses the issues of
nian representatives, "What New Jersey religion, nationality and human rights,
needs now is a program: that will get- he recognizes the vigilance that all
tough on criminals through tougher Americans must maintain when Soviet
laws
and the death penalty, that will policy focuses on eliminating freedom
Oksana Kiciuk and Darka U.sdejczuk
from the United States, and to a young revitalize the state's economy through a of religion, as exemplified by Soviet
man from Yugoslavia, to improve their revision of tax rates and government destruction of the Ukrainian Catholic
teaching skills of the Ukrainian lan– regulation of business enterprise, that and Orthodox Churches, by the process
guage. The foundation also granted a will return self-determination to local of Russification in Ukraine and the
full tuition scholarship to Maria Bu– and county government, and that will incarceration of such people as Yuriy
tenko to pursue her graduate studies allow New Jersey to clean up its toxic Shukhevych, Mykola Rudenko, Oleksa
Tykhy and Oksana Meshko.
within the department of philosophy. and sold waste problem."
" He supports improving New Jer–
The auditing board, under the chair–
sey's image through tourism and through
manship of Dr. ivan Sierant, concurred LUC holds
continued support for a v H F T V
with the reports of the foundation's
station for New Jersey.
officers and commended them for their Lenten retreat
professionalism in conducting the
" He would encourage proper recog–
business of this non-profit organiza–
SLOATSBURG, N.Y. - The League nition of the diverse cultural contribu–
tion.
of Ukrainian Catholics of America held tions made to the state by the many
Subsequently, the board of directors its annual Lenten retreat the weekend of ethnic communities and especially the
was re-elected to serve for another year March 20 here at St. Mary's villa. community-run cultural and language
with the following members: Prof. Goy,
The retreat, whose theme was "Re- schools. At the conclusion of the meet–
president; Prof. Luchkiw, vice presi– turning to the Father," was conducted ing, Mr. Kean's guests expressed,
dent; ivan Burtyk, vice president; by Rev. Basil Juli, Fifty-five persons "enthusiastic support of Kean's policies,
and indicated a desire to support his
Wolodymyr Bakalec, and Teodor Wo– participated.
lanyk, members.
The Rev. Juli's presentation of the candidacy for governor,"according to a
After the elections. Prof. Goy, in his pre-Lenten gospels focused on the spokesman for the group, Mr. Onufryk.
discussion of work planned for the special meaning assigned to each SunThere was an agreement to establish a
comming year, promised to streamline day of the Lenten season: Zacchaeus —
liaison between Ukrainian Americans
the organization and to intensify its Sunday of desire; Publican and Pha–
and the Kean campaign headquarters.
work on providing financial help for the risee - humility and knowing and
young and deserving scholars and accepting myself; Prodigal son — being
Members of the Ukrainian American
teachers of Ukrainian studies as a with the father; Judgement — sharing community who wish" to work for the
fitting way of celebrating the 60th the father; Forgiveness — acceptingt Kean campaign should contact Mr.
anniversary of the Ukrainian university. the father's love from others.
Hrehorovich at (201) 822-2452;

Ukrainian Free University Foundation
holds annual elecfionsReefing
by Dmytro Bodnarczuk
PASSA1C, N.J. - This year the
Ukrainian Free University Foundation
held its annual meeting here on Feb–
ruary 28.
The president of the foundation,
Prof. Petro Goy, reported a great
increase in membership and contribu–
tors (58 percent over the combined total
of previous five years). This success,
subsequently was supported in the
report of Dr. Yar Mociuk, secretarytreasurer. Dr. Mociuk reported that this
kind of success was possible because of
Prof. P. Goy's hard work.
The activity of the foundation during
the past year was devoted to locating
patrons who would be willing to set up
scholarship funds for deserving young
scholars of Ukrainian studies programs
that would be willing to study at the
UFU in Munich during the summer
months. The foundation was successful
in this endeavor because of the diligence
of Profs. Goy and vasyl Luchkiw, who
is vice president of the foundation and
chairman of the Scholarship Commit–
tee.
Last year the foundation was able to
grant three full scholarships (tuition,
room and board) to two young women,
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Ukrainian Orthodox hierarchs confer
W1NN1PEG - The annual meeting
of bishops and high-ranking members
of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
the diaspora was held at the Consistory
of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox
Church of Canada on March 13-15.
Taking part in the meeting were:
Metropolitans Mstyslav of South
Bound Brook, N.J. and Andrew of
Winnipeg: Archbishops Borys of Ed–
monton and western Canada, Oresfof
Western Eurppe, Mark of Carteret,
N.J.. and Constantine of Chicago:
Bishops Nicholas of Etobicoke, Ont.
and Wasyl of Saskatoon and' central
Canada: as well as five priests and three
laymen representing the Ukrainian
Greek Orthodox Church of Canada.
Also taking part were one priest and a
laymen representing the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of America.
Among the issue discussed at the
meeting were: the celebration of the
mi!lcnium of the christening of Rus–
Ukraine, the 1000th anniversary of the
existence of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church; the state of theological studies
and the problem of vocations; liturgical
and theological texts and general publi–
cation matters; guideliness for working
with' community organizations; and
relations with the Ukrainian Catholic
Church.
The meeting ended with the passing
and issuing of a pastoral letter to the
faithful.
A divine liturgy was celebrated on
March 15 by Metropolitan Mstyslav
assisted by: Archbishops Borys, Orest
and Constantine; Bishop Wasyl; Rev.
Protopresbyters S. Sawchuk, Theodore
Bilecky, Artemy Selepyna, A. Dublian–
skyj, S. Gerus, and F. Kernisky; as well
as the Уегу Revs. Franko Estocin and
H. Udod.
The choir of the Holy Trinity Church
of Winnipeg sang the responses.
in his address to the faithful, Metro–
politan Mstyslav spoke of the general
tenor of the meeting and issues of major
importance to the church hierarchs,
clergy and laymen.

Metropolitan Mstyslav placed spe–
cial emphasis on the ever growing
onslaught by Moscow and the Moscow
patriarch on the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church.
He went on to call for even greater
unity within the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church, for sustained work for the
greater glory of God in general, and foi
greater efforts on behalf of the Church
in Ukraine in particular.

On being Ukrainian: responses
by Marta Korduba
The recent four-part series, "On
Being Ukrainian" elicited a wide
range of response from readers.
Letters written by young Ukrainians
from various walks of life were very
touching and enlightening, l'd like to
share excerpts of some of these letters
with you; perhaps you'll see yourself
in some of them — and learn from
others.
From Thomas Zacharko, an auto
plant worker in Bay City, Mich.: "1
am very proud to be Ukrainian,
although 1 didnot find my roots until
two or three years ago. Now, 1 can
not learn enough about our customs,
language and culture. My grandparents came from Ukraine (Galicia);
how sad 1 now feel to think, how
much 1 could have learned, it is too
late now that they are both gone. My
father tells me as much as he knows,
and tries to remember. How wonder–
ful it must be to be part of a Ukrainian
community! 1 have just started to
read The Ukrainian Weekly which І
enjoy very much, and helps me quite
a bit. But, what a joy it would be to be
able to take part in Ukrainian activi–
ties on any day of the week..."
Eugene Laka, a New York City
bank employee, writes: "... although
my parents and 1 were born in
Ukraine (1 was just 4 years old at the

UNA district committees meet
Lehigh УаІІеу, Pa.

EASTON, Pa. - The annual meet–
ing of the Lehigh valley UNA District
Committee was held here at the Ukrai–
nian-American Club on March 8, and
Anna Haras was re-elected to a 12th
term as district chairman.
The meeting was opened by Mrs.
Haras, who is also a UNA supreme
advisor, in welcoming the 24 branch
representatives. Mrs. Haras extended a
special welcome' to Michael Kolodrub.
the district's honorary chairman, and to
the Rev. Protopresbyter Stephen Bilak,
WINNIPEG - Speaking before member of the UNA auditing commit–
more than 100 students at the Univer– tee.
After a prayer led by Rev. Bilak, there
sity of Manitoba here on March 16,
former Ukrainian dissident valentyn was a moment of silence to honor
deceased
members of the district.
Moroz, who spent 14 years in Soviet
The minutes of last year's meeting
prisons and labor camps before being
released to the West in 1979, said that were then read by Stephen Mucha,
the Soviet Union will face increased district secretary. This was followed by
political opposition from non-Russian the reading of officers' reports.
Mrs. Haras prefaced her report by
minorities within its borders, according
saying that the district had concentrated
to the Winnipeg Free Press.
Mr. Moroz predicted a definite rise in its efforts on organizing new members
nationalism among the various ethnic and holding regular meetings, noting
minorities in the Soviet Union during that it did not take part in or organize
the coming decades, but added that at such activities as the UNA Day. social
present national liberation movements gatherings or other events of a similar
lie dormant and manifest themselves in nature.
Turning to organizing matters, Mrs.
quiet resistance rather than overt opHaras referred to the recently founded
position.
Branch
46 of Southerton, Pa., which
in the Baltic states, Mr. Moroz told
the students, residents stress their came into existence on the initiative of
nationalism by ignoring everything UNA senior field organizer Stefan
Russian, and in the Caucasus region, Hawrysz and currently has 31 members,
Russian nationals are often socially it was the founding of this branch, Mrs.
ostracized by the native population. Haras said, which enabled the district to
fulfill its membership quota for the year
"During the next number of years,
Russification will be a powerful force in
the Soviet Union, but so will be the Passaic, N.J.
movement toward national liberation,"
PASSA1C, N.J. - The annual meet–
the Free Press quotes Mr. Moroz as ing of the Passaic UNA District Com–
having said. "Both forces will be strug– mittee took place here on March 15 at
gling against each other and the Soviet the Ukrainian Center, with 30 branch
regime will lack the resources needed to officers and representatives present.
prevail totally."
Chairman ivan Chomko welcomed the
assemblage as well as UNA vice Presi–
dent Mary Dushnyck, Stepan Ostrow–
sky and Joseph Zubrycky, chairman
and secretary, respectively, of the Jersey
City-Bayonne District Committee.
time) my folks couldn4 stand the inAt the meeting, Mr. Chomko, com–
fighting, and just stayed away from
munity activist, was re-elected chairthe Lower East Side crowd in New
man for the 11 th time. Serving with him
York City. But now, 1 am also feeling
will be the following officers: Hryhory
a tug to get back to my roots. Keep
Klymenko, vice chairman; Wasyl Ma–
up the fight!" ;– ^-L– - ruschak, secretary; ivan Blykha, trea–
" Joseph Safak, of Saint СІаіг, Pa.,
surer; Rostyslav Halaburda, organizing
describes the community he grew up
chairman; Wolodymyr Bakalec, press
in:
chairman; Members at large are Paul
"As children we had to pick coal,
voyniw, Anna Kowalchuk and Frank
haul it out to the backyard in a wheel
Martin, and the auditing committee
barrow, and crack it to the proper
consists of Nazar Mychalyshyn,-fchair–
size for the kitchen stove and the
man) Barbara Tyzhbir and Wolodymyr
heatraker in the dining room. The
Oliyarnyk.
homes didn4 have a central heating
A presidium with Mr. Bakalec as
system.
chairman, and Mr. Maruschak as
"During the huckleberry season in
secretary
conducted the meeting. Mr.
the summer, we" picked berries to
Maruschak then read the minutes of the
help at home. Sometimes we had a
1980 annual meeting which, were ac–
nickle to spend for ourselves on a
cepted as read, in his report, Mr.
popsiele.
Chomko stated that the chief activity of
"1 was slow about picking up on
the district was its participation in the
the great things about being Ukrai–
successful New Jersey UNA Day (of
nian, but now, 1 try to get the most
which he had served as chairman in
out of the events offered in my area
1980) held in South Bound Brook. He
and try to keep up with Ukrainian
noted that these UNA Days entail a
books, magazines and newspapers."
great deal of work, but they are reward–
ing in several ways, and mainly for
A young chemist from Connecti–
engendering fraternalism.
cut shares– her opinions:
He reported with regret that Peter
"i"ve grown up in a Ukrainian
Holowachuk, dedicated long-time se–
community, where іУе been active in
cretary of Branch 42 (the largest branch
choirs, youth groups — and in al–
of the Passaic district), had retired from
most every aspect of Ukrainian or–
organizing activity at the age of 87 and
ganized life.
that Mr. Blykha had taken over the
(Continued on page 14)
duties of Branch 42 secretary.

Moroz speaks at
University of Manitoba
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by 111 percent, thus securing third place
in the overall membership drive conducted among the 30 UNA districts.
Mrs. Haras went on to report that the
district has gained a total of 78 new
members, and that all 13 district bran–
ches, save one, had recruited new
members.
Mrs. Haras concluded her report by
informing the participants of the or–
ganizing meeting which was held on
September 27, 1980.
Remaining reports were given by:
Mr. Mucha, Ukrainian-language secre–
tary and the district's representative to
the Lehigh valley branch of the UCCA;
Anne Strot, English-language secre–
tary; and Dmytro Mushasty, treasurer.
Stefan iwaseczko of the auditing
committee, upon reporting on the
successful review of the district's opera–
tions, which he conducted jointly with
John Hanych, moved that the outgoing
board be given a vote of confidence and
be commended for its fine work.
The Rev. Bilak, guest speaker at the
meeting, extended greetings from the
UNA executive board and noted that
John O. Flis, supreme president was on
his way to full recovery after the high
blood pressure seizure which he had
suffered recently.
in commenting on the general state of
the UNA, the Rev. Bilak made specific
reference to the achievements of indivi–
dual UNA organizers.
The Rev. Bilak went on to inform
branch secretaries that complementary
copies of Svoboda and The Ukrainian
Weekly would be sent to prospective
(Continued on pa(e 14)

Mr. Chomko admitted the district
had not fared well in 1980 in organizing
new members, but otherwise it had
cooperated with him. He said the
district is now preparing for the 1981
New Jersey UNA Day to take place on
September 12.
Mr. Maruschak, the district secre–
tary, gave his report, and Mr. Blykha,
district treasurer, reported on the state of
the district's finances.
Hryhory Klymenko, Branch 182
secretary, presented three applications
to Mrs. Dushnyck for forwarding to the
main office.
Following a brief discussion, the
outgoing officers were given a vote of
confidence as proposed by Mr. Mycha–
lyshyn, of the auditing committee.
A work plan for 1981 was then
discussed, with Mr. Bakalec reading a
letter from Wasyl Orichowsky, UNA
supreme organizer, who appealed to all
to support the organizing effort in this
pre-convention year. Many views were
expressed regarding various current
problems faced by secretaries and
organizers, and suggestions were offer–
ed to improve the situation.
Mrs. Dushnyck prefaced her remarks
with a statement that UNA Supreme
President John Flis was making good
progress in recovering from his illness,
in reviewing the organizing achieve–
ments of the district for 1980, she noted
the district had attained only 25 percent
of its quota, and appealed to all to
endeavor to attain the 1981 quota, thus
helping the UNA achieve its goal of
4,000 members. Mrs. Dushnyck reminded all that the ADD certificate can
now be acquired only by members who
already have a life insurance policy, and
new members must acquire a life certifi–
cate initially.
Also broached were the deadline for
filing scholarship applications (March
(Continued on page 16)
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Ukrainian-Jewish relations:
a discussion

Ukrainian Weekly
No news is bad news

This tape-recorded discussion with members ot the Public Committee for JewishUkrainian Cooperation was conducted by Myron Kuropas, UNA supreme vice president,
Attorney Julian Mas, member of (he U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council, and Luba
Markewych during their eight day visit to lsrael in March.
The three were part of a group o' 16 community and ethnic leaders from Chicago which
visited lsrael under the auspices ol the lsraeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
American Jewish Committee.
Among the public committee members who took part in the discussion were lsrael Kleiner
and Jakiv Suslensky.
Mr. Suslensky was scheduled to arrive in the United States on April 10 to meet and become
better acquainted with Ukrainians in the West (On Sunday, April 12, Mr. Suslensky will meet
with Ukrainians o; the Chicago area at St. УоШітіг Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral at 2p.m.)
Additional commentary (to appear in the next issue ol The Wneklv) was provided by the
following committee members: viktor Kagan, Esidore Goldenberg, Josephina Oichman and
Alia Licht.
in the discussion both parties express their desire and willingness to work jointly to
improve relations - which have been strained to the utmost given the history of existing
prejucides on both sides - among their peoples.
Among the topics touched upon were:thegoslsolthepubliccommittee:theSoviet Union's
determination to thwart any cooperation between Ukrainians and Jews; Ukrainian relations
with Jewish organizations in the United States; victims ot the Holocaust; the recent trials of
Ukrainian Americans accused of collaborating with the Nazis and the use of Sovietsupplied evidence in U.S. courts in such cases; and what the Ukrainians in the United States
and Canada can do !o help the public group in its work.
(This is the first of a two-part interview; Mr. Kleiner's remarks have been translated
from Ukrainian; Mr. Suslensky's remarks have been transcribed and edited from the
original English.)

industrial tycoon Andrew Carnegie once said: "The (newspaper)
which obtains a reputation for publishing authentic news and only that
which is fit to print...will steadily increase its influence." Lofty stuff
that, so much so that a similiar phrase appears on the masthead of one
of this country's most prestigious dailies. But what does it mean'.'
Unfortunately, it means very little. As we examine the information
carried in the media, it soon becomes clear that one man's news is
another man's footnote.and that, all too frequently, relevant or topical
issues and events either go unreported or get cursory and incomplete
coverage. This phenomenon is due, in part, to editorial decision and
partly to journalistic sloth.
We need only look as far as the media's treatment of Soviet affairs,
both domestic and external-unqucstionably a newsworthy topic fit to
print
to see journalistic myopia at work, in the main, U.S. coverage
of the Soviet Union and such interrelated issues as the nationalities
question, the multi-faceted human-rights movement, cultural
diversity, Russification and others; has been plain lousy. Press
coverage of the Madrid Conference to review implementation of the
1975 Helsinki Accords has been intermittent and incomplete.
Reporting on the human-rights situation in the Soviet Union leaves
a lot to be desired. Aside from focusing on a few dissident superstars,
Sakharov. Shcharansky, Orlov - the American press and wire
services have virtually ignored non-Russian or non -Jewish dissidents
and the movements they represent. This inexcusable imbalance creates
an impression that Soviet
dissent is limited to a handful of
disgruntled civil-rights activists and Jewish refuseniks. Often, the
media has been known to report an arrest of a Soviet dissident without
identifying him her, and then providing no follow-up information.

KUROPAS: What are the aims of your organization?
KLE1NER: Speaking from personal experience, 1 can say that there is a lot of
prejudice among our two peoples. A substantial part of the Jewish people is
prejudiced against Ukrainians; they think that all Ukrainians are anti-Semitic. On
the other hand, there is anti - Semitic feeling among the Ukrainians. The
difference, however, is that the Ukrainian political emigre"leadership is pro-Jewish,
whereas the political leadership of lsrael and the leadership of Jewish organizations
in America is, for the most part, anti-Ukrainian.

As a result of this type of shoddy journalism, few Americans arc
aware of the extent of Soviet dissent, the plight of Ukrainians, the
Baltic peoples, as well as Muslims. Christians and others mercilessly
persecuted by the regime, let alone the national liberation movements
in various Soviet republics.
By thus downplaying the nature and scope of dissent in the USSR.
American journalists are unwittingly doing a great service to the
Kremlin, which would like nothing more than to see the dissident
problem and nationalities question swept under the rug.
The American press has also kept the public in the dark about the
goings-on in Madrid. Aside from mentioning procedural hassles or
East-West diplomatic gamesmanship, the press has ignored the
specifics of the humanTrights debate. While the U.S. delegation was
hammering the Soviets with the names of Rudcnko. Chornovil. Stus
and others, and scoring the Soviets' for the destruction of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church, fhc press cither remained Client, or
mentioned simply that human-rights issues were discussed. There were
no follow-up stories, no profiles on the dissidents mentioned, no
analysis of the complex and seminal issues of national rights and selfdetermination.
There arc a variety of complicated and. perhaps, political reasons
for this type of journalistic torpor. Yet, by casting a jaundiced eye on
Soviet affairs, the press has been derelict in its obligation to the
American public - to try and provide a comprehensive and unbiased
picture of key issues and events.
We suggest that, in light of recent Soviet machinations and the
importance of U.S. -Soviet relations, the people have a right to the
whole story. The press, in the name of accuracy, must get down to
doing its j o b . We Ukrainians should let the media know that,
particularly in the area of Soviet affairs, no news is bad news.

ширим вмрім і m мам і м і і м м м м мір м м ш м м м м м і

(Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
j activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
і Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
; be glad to print timely news, stories about events that have already
j taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted.
M A K E Y O U R S E L F H E A R D . Send materials to Tiie Weekly.
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Taking this into consideration, one can say that Ukrainians havt made greater
strides forward than we have, because they have already understood, at least on the
level of political leadership, the adverse effects of such prejudice and any othersuch
negative manifestations. The lsraeli leadership has not yet comprehended this.
This issue is important because, as 1 see it. both our peoples today have certain
political interests in common. The Soviet Union is well aware of this, (if only the
Jews understood this as well as the Kremlin does!) That is the reason the Kremlin
is intent on thwarting Ukrainian-Jewish cooperation. We see this in the press; we
see this in their propaganda. This in itself could serve as an indication of what is to
be done - obviously, not that which would be to the Kremlin's liking, but the very
opposite.
The Jewish nation is in need of broad-based support and aid. it is in this sector
that the Ukrainians, without waiting for our favorable attitude, have taken the
initiative and have already accomplished much and, 1 believe, can achieve even
more.
І firmly believe that we simply don't have the moral right to answer good with
evil.
We have to concentrate on expanding our relations on all possible levels:
political, cultural, social and personal. But what is even more important, we have to
work toward changing the general perception concerning Ukrainians which is
extant among the Jews. The sheer amount of prejudice which has accumulated over
the years is so great that one would need a bulldozer to clear the way.
The following points have to be addressed: historical prejudice; misconceptions
concerning the history of the relations of the two nations; the complete lack of
knowledge about those Ukrainians who favored cooperation with the Jewish
people; a completely distorted view regarding the leadership of the Ukrainian
National Republic of 1917-20, (that it was anti-Semitic; this simply isn't so); a
fallacious view as to who organized the pogroms (it is generally accepted that it was
Petliura, almost single-handedly); a completely distorted view regarding the UPA
movement in western Ukraine (its alleged anti-Semitism and collaboration with the
Nazis — again, this is simply not so).
1 could go on relating the numerous erroneous conceptions which exist among
the Jews regarding Ukrainians, in light of this, 1 would say that one of our main
tasks is the launching of an informational campaign so that people could become
familiar with, at least with the major points of the true state of Ukrainian-Jewish
relations and its history.
With this in mind, 1 think that it would be a good idea to put out a scholarly
journal which would document the history of Jewish-Ukrainian relations
specifically, and more generally, which would deal with the history of Russian
imperialism and the national-liberation struggle of the nations within the Russian
empire. Helping to start such a publication would be one of the ways both the
Ukrainian and Jewish communities in the United States could help us out.
KUROPAS: How can the Ukrainian communities in the United States and
Canada help Ukrainian Jews who have emigrated to lsrael?
KLE1NER: First of all. we simply don't see enough Ukrainians here. We'd
gladly welcome Ukrainian scholars and lecturers. We'd like to see Ukrainian youth
come to the kibbutz. Ukrainian journalists writing in to the lsraeli press. We'd
simply like more Ukrainians to come visit lsrael. This way we would not be alone in
our elucidatory campaign and perhaps some of the misconceptions and prejudices
would be dispelled when our people could meet with Ukrainians.
(Continued on page 12)
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Four years on a sailboat: a saga of sea life
by Olena C. Bcyko
"НеУч did vou come from Ame-ica in that?" —
"that" meaning our beautiful home. Simoon.a^O-fool.
40-year-old sailboat. The question is asked continu–
ously from the Straits of Gibraltar to Cyprus, from is–
tanbul to lsracl. And very seriously we answer: "Of
course not. do you think we're crazy. We put it in an
airplane and flew it over:"
This facetious reply is usually met with an understanding nod. After all, peoplcaccept voyaging
through space more readily than voyaging the seas, in
fact, this was exactly my own response the first time
my husband, Carlos Smith, suggested we buy a
sailboat and cruise the world. 1 was more familiar with
the idea of space colonization than life on a sailboat.
Sailing came naturally to Carlos. He taught himself
how to sail by fixing up an old rowboat when in high
school. His mother made the sails for it out of
bedsheets. inspired by tales of single-handed sailors,
he harbored a lifelong longing to voyage the oceans.
Sailing seemed so foreign to me. a sport for the rich
only, it was not the danger, but the novelty of the idea
that momentarily stunned me. So. like many others. І
replied: "You're crazy." Carlos "casually" left books
around, sensing they would appeal to my welldeveloped adventurous itch. He was right, and soon
we were engulfed in a whirlwind which completely
changed our daily routine and lifestyle.
We were both novices to cruising, and books were
our only guides for making ocean passages. Simoon
was not exactly the proper yacht for the oceans, but
she was all we could afford, and we loved her sleek
lines. How often those first days did we curse the work
needed to maintain her and yet, how often did we bless
her sailing ability, her strength, her quiet communica–
tion with wind and sea. People ask, "isn't she too
small? " But this is not the criterion: big or small.
There are only good boats and bad boats. Dimensions
do not measure seaworthiness. Simoon is a good boat.
The hardest part of our planning was not the
physical work but the lack of encouragement from
family, friends and colleagues. We knew we were not
crazy, just two people who have thought about life, the
possibilities in life and the limitations we place upon
ourselves in exploring life.
This was a crucial point for us. Though others
looked upon the trip as physical folly, we knew we
were embarking on two voyages — an external one
and an internal one. Simoon sailing the seas would
reflect the inner sailings of our mind and spirit.
it was a difficult decision to give up our professions,
to plunge from a two-paycheck family to no paycheck.
As Carlos say's: "it took more courage to break away
from the secure net of society than to actually cross the
ocean." І enjoyed working as a pharmacist, and Carlos
was on top of the pay scale as a high school science
teacher, in-addition to teaching" flying.
As a jest, we recently calculated how much we have
"lost" by not working steadily since 1975 - an
incredible sum of 5200.000. This is money we never
had and never missed. We do not measure the value of
our lives by dollars and cents, only by the need to
grow, expand and stretch our horizons.
Where were we to cruise? Up to Canada, to the
Bahamas, among the South Sea islands?
At this time Carlos and 1 were reading a fascinating
book, "Ulysses Found." Ernie Bradford, a historian
and sailor, tried to retrace the tale of Homer's ithican
hero not from books and theory. He actually sailed a
small boat in the same waters to prove the feasibility
and probable validity of Ulysses' 10-year voyage.
Believing that nothing happens by chance, was it a
coincidence to be reading of Ulysses while planning
our own voayge? Where the gods not calling us to
Greece? Carlos thought so.
The Mediterranean Sea, crossroads of cultures,
civilizations, antiquities and heros lured us. We would
cruise tjie cradle of civilization from Gibraltar to the
Black Sea to the Suez Canal.
Simoon was a good but hard teacher. We rushed to
beat family pressure and the hurricane season and
sailed before being prepared, in a storm between.
Nantucket and Martha's vineyard. Simoon began
leaking badly. We turned back and uncovered 14
broken frames under the mast and engine. Simoon
knew she was not ready for the Atlantic and that we
were not ready either, psychologically or physically.
There was a purpose behind her leaks.
For the next two years, we learned necessary skills
while rebuilding and strengthening lhe boat. More
important, we gained confidence in ourselves and our

abilities. We did not have S 10.000 for repairs and did
everything ourselves. We were proud of our work, and
this time we were ready to go.
On June 20, 1977, we left virginia and the
Chesapeake Bay with calm yet apprehension. Before
us the Atlantic Ocean stretched for 2,000 miles until
landfall at the Azores.
The first week was extremely difficult and emotio–
naliy tormenting for Carlos. І was a "passenger" who
quickly learned to be crew and responsible for the
night watch. All the decisions and responsibility rested
upon Carlos. He asked himself:" What am 1 doing out
here? І want the security of friends, family and job!"
By the third week, sailing became a beautiful routine.
Never was there boredom. Life was loo fascinating
and busy. We could go on and on. but one is never free
of responsibility while sailing.
One afternoon. І was engrossed in washing dishes
on deck and for a half hour neglected to scan the
horizon for ships. Wiping my hands, 1 glanced over my
shoulder, and my heart quaked. Just a half mile away
a big freighter had crossed our path. So close 1 could
almost read its name.
For hours 1 could not calm down. That ship
had never seen us! At sea. a half mile for a cargo ship
is nothing, like trying to maneuver in a parking lot. it
was a lesson well learned. Even now, four years later
and more experienced, that incident is not erased.

Regularly our eyes would sweep the horizon every 15
to 20 minutes.
Simoon does not carry radar, alarms, electronics or
electricity. Carrying modern equipment creates an
attitude of dependence, reliance or frustration if not
working. All marine equipment is extremely expen–
sive. We could not afford nor did we feel a need for
modern devices.
We believe in man
very little in equipment, it is
our responsibility to take care of ourselves. We are
completely self-sufficient. More important are our
tools. From a torn sail, a leaky pressure-cooker valve,
skipping engine to a broken mast, we can repair it. We
carry spare parts and materials for everything.
And we also carried too much. "Omnia mea me
porta" - all my things 1 am taking with me. So we
took too much food, too many clothes, too many
charts, too many sails, too many tools.
Somehow the volleyball, tennis rackets and icecream maker were never used but always in the way.
We had so muchvwe could hardly move inside or on
deck. No wonder 1 had to repaint the waterline four
inches higher. As we later learned, this is a common
malady of every boat making its first ocean passage.
Our only luxury was '4shmael," the self-steering
vane. He kept the boat on course and freed us from
hand steering across the ocean. He is the best crew independent, quiet, never hungry or tired. You can
(Continued on page 10)
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Olena Boyko on the deck of Simoon in Palermo, Sicily, on Christmas Day 1978.
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New eparch
of Chicago
Below is a biography of Bishop
innocent Lotocky provided by the
St. Nicholas Eparchy.
Born in Petlykivtsi Stari, western
Ukraine, Hilarion Lotocky was the
youngest of four children of Stefan
and Maria Tytyn. He was born Nov–
ember 3, 1915, on the feast of St.
Hilarion the Great and named after
that renowned third century mo–
nastic of the Palestinian desert.
At age 7 his parents enrolled him in
the village elementary school, and in
1928 he was admitted to Basiiian
High School (gymnasia) in Buchach.
Four years later he entered the
Basiiian Order as a novice in Kre–
khiv, western Ukraine.
On July 20, 1934, he took the vows
of poverty, chastity and obedience
and took the name innocent, and
then three years later, on August 8,
1937, Brother innocent was solemnly
professed and became a full-fledged
monk of the Order of St. Basil the
Great. Noting his intellectual capabi–
lities, his superiors sent him for higher
studies, and for the next eight years
he took courses in the fine arts and
philosophy at the Basiiian Lavra in
Dobromil and Krystynopol, western
Ukraine, and in Olomouc, Czecho–
Slovakia.
World War 11 had already reared
its ugly, terror-filled destructive head
when Brother innocent knelt before
the saintly Bishop Paul Goidych and
felt his ordaining hands imparting
the sacrament of Holy Orders on his
person. Two months later Father
innocent went to vienna, where he
continued his theological studies and
earned his doctorate for his disserta–
tion "The Holy Spirit in the Divine
Liturgy."
After the war, the priest-monk was
assigned to do spiritual and pastoral
work among the displaced Ukrai–
nians in Belgium, in 1946 his supe–
riors sent him to the United States,
where he immediately became the
superior and master of novices in the
Basiiian Monastery in Dawson, Pa.
Five years later the 36-year-old priest
became the superior of the American
Province of the Order of St. Basil the
Great.
in 1953 he took over pastoral
responsibilities of St. George Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church in New York
City. The parish had grown to ex–
tremely large proportions after the
influx of tens of thousands of dis–
placed Ukrainian immigrant fami–
lies. And he was a father and pastor
to all of them. His term as pastor
ended in 1958, and he became novice
master in the Basiiian Monastery in
Glen Cove, N.Y. x

Scene in St. Nicholas Cathedral during the installation of Bishop innocent Lotocky. The apsidal wall in hack of the altar of the
cathedral is a replica of the apse of St. Sophia in Kiev. The central dome of the church is 112 feet high, The iconostasis. designed
by Zenon Mazurkevich. consists of eight slender marble pillars joined at the top by marble arches.

Obediently the good monk accept–
ed responsibilities as superior and
pastor of the burgeoning St. Nicho–
las parish in Chicago. But his tenure
was brief, hardly two years (1960-61),
because St. Nicholas became a ca–
thedral church for the new diocese in
Chicago for Ukrainians. But Father
innocent was then committed the
task of pastoral care of the faithful in
immaculate Conception Parish which
he held until January 29, the date he
was appointed bishop of St. Nicho–
!as Eparchy in Chicago. He was con–
secrated a bishop in St. Sophia
Cathedral in Rome on March 1.
(Continued on page 15).
Bishop Lotocky and clergy celebrate the divine liturgy.
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A glimpse of the installation

..--^hx ' , ч
XenyaMetynskyj
ti's and clergymen who participated in Bishop Lotocky s installation are seen above in front of the iconostasis.

prelates and Cardinal Cody (second from left) are seen above singing "Mnohaya
Lita" during the banquet.

Bishop

Lotocky addresses the clergy and faithful in St.
Nicholas Cathedral.

Bishop Lotocky and his escorts in the procession to St. Nicholas Cathedral.
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Four years on a sailboat...
Continued from page 7)

So, forewarned ol the thievery and drug trade of
Morocco, we set our course from the Azores straight
to Tangier. North Africa intrieued me. and ' mM
Carlos to "take me to the Casbah!"
Now began my crash course in languages. No matter
what country we are visiting. І immediately learn the
two most important words. "How much'.'''and then my
numbers in every language: Spanish. French, ltalian.
Arabic. Greek. Turkish (but 1 gave up in Hebrew).

No. 15
"Oh. you are not American millionaires'" l'nivcr–
salK. we were acclaimed as millionaires, especially in
Arabic and eastern Mediterranean countries. Patienl–
ly. we would describe our years of saving and hard
work, our simple lifestyle, our limited needs, our
reliance on just basic necessities, in each country we
cat like the people: rice, beans, pasta, bread, cheese,
olives, fruits and vegetables. No meat or expensive
canned goods.

The market people are not interested if one knows
"Good morning." "excuse me.""thank you" that is
for the hotel tourist. We had business to take care of. І
watch them to see how honest they are. and they watch
me to see how stupid 1 am. Mutual understanding: no
offense given or taken.
Throughout the Mediterranean, we found shopping
a delightful experience. We did not go to movies,
restaurants or shows for entertainment. We went
marketing, followed by sipping coffee at a favorite
outdoor cafe and observing the colorful local scene.

Captain Carlos Smith at the helm.

even talk to him. "Well, lshmael, how's it going?"and
he just bows back gracefully.
Like a first kiss, the first landfall is most eagerly
awaited and forever remains a cherished memory.
Sighting the Azores after 21 days at sea evoked a deep
sense of satisfaction, of saying to ourselves, "we did
it!" We have earned our initiation into a tiny
community of ocean passage-makers.
A rewarding part of a voyage is sharing your
adventures, comparing your tales with new-found
friends, in a boating community friendship is
instantaneous, assistance readily offered and advice
freely given. The sea grapevine works very fast. One
can quickly learn where to go next, expensive places to
avoid, what to buy where, the weather reports. Just
like a "yarmarok" (bazaar) in a Ukrainian village.

Entertaining it was, but also extremely educational.
Continuous contact with the common people illu–
strated their customs, characteristics, social structure
and family relationships. We were guests in a wide
variety of homes: a 300-year-old chateau in France, a
crater home dug in the earth in Tunisia, a kibbutz in
lsrael. a "finca" in lbiza. a Bedoin straw-tin shack in
the Sinai, an old stone cottage in the hills of italy. and
a modern home of a Greek American on the poor little
island of Psara.
We were cordially welcomed in the traditional
manner of each country: "kucuk cay." a little tea in
І urkey: "ghlcko у ncro." some preserve and water in
Greece. But "welcome, my friend" from an Arab
means come into my shop, cheap price for you. in
turn, we repaid their hospitality by inviting them to
visit our boat.
Simoon's interior is decorated with many Ukrainian
motifs: embroidered pillows, a portrait of a kozak
playing his bandura. a tryzub on the wall, even a
Ukrainian Power button over the sink. Through
questions that naturally arose 1 introduced our new
friends to the existence of this enslaved, 45-million–
people-strong nation.
"No, not Russia — Ukraine, it is enslaved by
Russia. No, it is not the same thing. Our writers, poets,
young people are sitting in the Siberian gulag because
for us it is not the same thing. My family fled from
Ukraine to escape Soviet communism."This was new
and intriguing information.

Simoon sailing under a small spinnaker near Crete in June 1980.

Olena Boyko preparing to cook a parrot fish caught in
the Gulf of Aquaba in December 1980.
Our new acquaintances nod their heads without real
understanding. Their views of America come from Tv
and movies. For them we are rich, we have many pairs
of jeans.
it is even difficult for our families and friends to
understand how we can afford such a "luxurious"
lifestyle, sailing from port to port, country to country,
with no steady jobs. Not until our parentsjoined us for
a few months of cruising and themselves experienced
and saw with their own eyes how splendidly we
manage on S2,000 yearly did they realize how "primi–
tively" we live.
We desire to do the most with the least, in order to
earn money as we travel, we choose our wintering
port with care. The harbor must be safe, cheap and
with possibilities of work. From Tunisia to lsrael, we
have always found work of many varieties: substitute
teaching at American schools, tutoring in English, as
night watchman for hired boats, painting and cleaning
other boats and having paying guests on our own boat.
Most cruising families live this way, working forfiveto
six months, then sailing until money is needed again.
in the fall of 1977, we had fulfilled a cherished goal.
We had sailed through the Pillars of Hercules. Now
the Atlantic Ocean was behind us, the Mediterranean
Sea before us; Europe on the left. Africa on the right.
With good planning and favorable winds, a sailboat
can cross the Mediterranean in 15 to 20 days; tankers
do it in three, it took us three years.
Why three years? Like the sirens luring Ulysses, we
were captivated by its history, lost civilizations,
ancient ruins, legendary ports, awesome scenery and
new cultures.
Hannibal, Julius Caesar, Cleopatra, Lord Nelson,
Napoleon. Alexander the Great. Suleiman the
Magnificent. Xerxes. Themiswclos. St. Paul
we
accompanied them all in their campaigns and crusades
that created each passing empire. The 400 books we
carried became our living education.
Not content to relive the past, whenever possible we
hitchhiked into the interior, in such a way we met
interesting local people and were taken to unusual
places. With my knowledge of French and some
Spanish, communication was not impossible.
Even my Ukrainian was helpful, especially in
Yugoslavia. On the island of Zlarin. Simoon was very
(Continued on page 16)
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Sunday, April 12
" Meeting of Jakiv Suslensky.
member of the Public Committee for
Jewish-Ukrainian Cooperation in
Jerusalem, with the Ukrainians of
the Chicago area at 2 p.m. at St.
volodimir Ukrainian Orthodox Ca–
thedral.
" Rutgers University in Newark,
N.J., is holding a Slavic Festival of
music, dance and folk art at 1 p.m. in
the Robeson Center, 350 High St.
Among the 150 dancers, singers and
musicians scheduled to perform are
the voloshky Ukrainian, Dance En–
semble of Philadelphia, the Dumka
Chorus of New York, the Bandura
ensemble of Rutgers-Newark and the
Polish American Folk Dance Com–
pany of Brooklyn. Sponsors of the
event are the Soviet and East Euro–
pean Studies Program of the Rutgers
Newark College of Arts and Sciences
and the university's Ukrainian and
Polish clubs. Coordinator is Dr.
Taras Hunczak. Admission is free.
" The Ukrainian Museum and the
the Ukrainian institute, are spon–
soring a pysanka workshop at the
Ukrainian institute, Fifth Avenue at
79th Street, New York. There will be
two sessions: at 10:30a.m. and at 2:30
p.m. Slavko Nowytski's Піт "Py–
sanka" will be shown during each
session and every participant will
receive a "Basic Compositional Py–
sanka Design" booklet. All supplies
are covered by the registration fee.
(Adults - S10; students and senior
citizens - 59; Ukrainian Museum

Recognition of...
(Continued from page 1)

nized as one of the "Righteous of
the World."
(The honor is bestowed by a spe–
cial committee - the Jerusalem
institute in Commemoration of the
victims of Nazism and the Heroes of.
the -Resistance, "Yad vashem" - to
those individuals who saved Jews
during the Holocaust.)
The petition of Rabbi Dr. David
Kagan, asking that Andrey Sheptyt–
sky be named one of the "Righteous
of the World," was ignored for 19
years because of political reasons.
The following explanation was
given.
Had Andrey Sheptytsky been an
average Ukrainian, he would have
been given due recognition a long
time ago. it was the metropolitan's
very status and importance which
proved to be an obstacle, because it
could inadvertantly foster the im–
pression that all Ukrainian Catholics
helped save Jews.
Members ..of the committee are
wary of the reaction which could be
expected on the part of many israelis
who are extremely antagonistic to–
wards Ukrainians and of the con–
ceivable exploitation of the granting
of such recognition by the Ukrai–
nians in the diaspora. There are even
those who, motivated by considera–
tions of Soviet reaction, play into the
hands of Soviet propaganda.
An example from the Soviet press:
"... but there were also purely
pragmatic reasons for saving (the
Jews), long-term political considera–"
tions which are currently being deftly
exploited by our 'non-friends' who
portray sly and foresightful Jesuits as
gentle, godfearing harbingers of
peace..."

WEEKEND PREviEW
. members - S8.50; children under 12
— free.) k
Monday, April 13
" Opening of a Ukrainian folk art
exhibit at the Maplewood Memorial
Library on Baker Street and at the
Hilton Branch on Springfield Ave–
nue , Maplewood, N.J. The exhibit
will run for two weeks. The exhibit,
sponsored by the Women's Associa–
tion for Defense of Four Freedoms
for Ukraine, is chaired by lvanna
Kononiw, irene Basniak and Anna
Prociuk.
Oresta Fedun is in charge of the
demonstration of
Ukrainian arts
which will be held on Saturday, April
25, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall
of the Maplewood Library. At the
start of the festivities, children dress–
ed in colorful Ukrainian costumes
will present the traditional hahilky
and joyful Easter songs. Egg decorating techniques, the art of Ukrainian
embroidery, as well as an art exhibit
will conclude the program. The
public is invited.
" A demonstration of Easter egg
decoration will be held from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. at Glen Cove Public Li–
brary, Glen Cove, Long island, by
Anna Alyskewycz.
Tuesday, April 14
" Easter egg decorating will be
demontrated from noon to 2 p.m. by
This is an excerpt from an article
penned by a rather well-known
expert on Jewish-Ukrainian rela–
tions, volodymyr Biliayiv. The ar–
ticle, titled "Why Did They Save a
Rabbi?" appeared in the April 14,
1978. issue of Literaturna Ukraina.
in the article, the author recounts
the reason that Metropolitan. Shep–
tytsky saved Rabbi Kagan, (current–
ly residing in Tel Aviv), and the son
of Rabbi Levin, the head rabbi in
Lviv. І quote:
"...He always had an eye to the
future, he wanted to play safe should
there be a change in the political
situation. Already at the time of the
war, he made a point of knowing how
many of the United States senators
were Jewish and which among them
were Zionists. Just in case, he gave
them a deposit on the future: the two
persons he saved — a rabbi's son and
Rabbi Kagan — can testify as to the
metropolitan's benevolence to the
Jews."
І personally find it futile to take
issue with such a fallacious and
absurd argument. Rabbi Kagan
familiarized me with numerous other
accounts of this kind in ihe Soviet
press.
Contrary to what Mr. Biliayiv
would have us believe, Metropolitan
Sheptytsky did hot save two - he
saved many — Jews (although it is
sufficient to have saved one Jew to be
named a righteous man)He is known
to have given refuge in his residence
to the family of the pharmacist, Yosyf
Podoshyn. On Metropolitan Shep–
tytsky's orders, numerous Jews,
especially children, were given refuge
in churches and monasteries which
were under his jurisdiction.
According to Rabbi Kagan, some
300 to 400 children were saved in this
way. The wile of Rubbi Kagan, why
was given shelter in one of these
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Marta Jacuszko at Bamberger's de–
partment store. Garden State Plaza,
Route 17, Paramus, N.J. The de–
monstration is sponsored by the
Arka store of New York.
Thursday, April 16
" The banduras will play and the
dancers will leap at New York Uni–
versity, where the annual Ukrainian
Day will take place. The event,
sponsored by the Ukrainian Stu–
dents' Association of NYU, will be
held at Top of the Park in the Loeb
Student Center on the NYU campus,
it will start at 10 a.m. and run until 3
p.m.
Scheduled for the big day are
Ukrainian easter egg and ceramic
demonstrations, an embroidery exhi–
bit, Ukrainian dancers and the NYU
Bandura Ensemble. The biggest
attraction will probably prove to be
Ukrainian food provided by the
members of the Ukrainian Students'
Association for everyone's enjoy–
ment.
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Massachusetts artist
to display works
PAWTUCKET, R.l. - A exhibition
of paintings by Johanna Gudz-Mateer
depicting her impressions of life in
Ukraine in the late 19th and early 20th
century went on display here at the
Pawtucket Public Library on April 1.
The paintings will be up until April 30.
Mrs. Gudz-Mateer, who lives in
Millville, Mass., carefully researches
and documents her subject before
beginning her work. Her decision to
paint Ukrainian themes and subjects
stems from her strong feelings for her
ancestral homeland.
"1 am 100 percent Ukrainian; my
grandparents were born there," Mrs.
Gudz-Mateer explains. "The paintings
portray my heritage. They express my
love for itand providea means for me to
return to my roots."

" Easter egg decorating at Bam–
berger's department store by Marta
Jacuszko, Paramus, N.J., from noon
to 2 p.m. The demonstration is
sponsored by the Arka store of New
York.
Wednesday, April 22
" Dr. Paul R. Magocsi of the
University of Toronto will speak on
"Misreading History —A Reply" at
Coolidge Hall 2, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
monasteries, was an eyewitness to an
incident when a wounded 5-year-old
Jewish child was brought there.Sister
Olena viter personally tended to the
child's wounds and took her in to
give her an upbringing. The nun was
recognized as one of the "Righteous
of the World."
Metropolitan Sheptytsky's wellknown pastoral letter of 1942, titled
"Thou Shall Not Kill" proved to be
influential among Ukrainian Catho–
lics. David Prytal, who currently
resides in the Maale Khamysha
kibbutz, was saved by a Ukrainian
named lvan Yatsiuk. According to
Mr. Prytal, not only Mr. Yatsiuk, but
but the whole village gave refuge to
Jewish children.
in 1942, when the Fascist bands
reached the volga and Caucasus and
their victory seemed imminent, Me–
tropolitan Sheptytsky sent a letter to
Himmler in which he vehemently
protested the genocide of Jews and
noted that he held the Nazis respon–
sible for incorporating Ukrainians in
their actions and thus making profes–
sional murderers out of them.
This was a manifestation of deep
love for his fellow man and great
courage on the part of the metropoli–
tan. Orders for Metropolitan Shep–
tytsky's arrest were soon issued by
Himmler. But Karl Liash, governor
of Galicia, was able to dissuade
Himmler from such a move, impress–
ing on Himmler the foolishness of
such a move in light of the great
popularity and the esteem in which
the metropolitan was held by the
people.
Human motivation can easily be
reduced to mere pragmatism based
on changes in the political scene. AH
the more so, if it is in the interest of
the power brokers. But in all fair–
ness, on what basis can Metropolitan
Sheptytsky be imputed to bcanop–
portunistic pragmatist–?
,–.... і ( .

"Girl Embroidering" by Johanna GudzMateer.
l Did the metropolitan ,study Hebrew and speak it fluently because of
some "political expediency?" Was
this the reason that he traditionally
sent generous gifts to the Jewish
community of Lviv at the time of the
Paskha to ensure that each poor
child could celebrate this religious
feast? Coming out as he did against
the genocide of Jews, one would be
hard pressed to reconcile Metro–
politan Sheptytsky's alleged pragma–
tism with the risk this signified to his
position and his very life, if only
there were more such "pragmatists,"
then the Jewish people would be able
to live in peace.
The name of the late Andrey
Sheptytsky evokes hatred on the part
of Soviet authorities because it
attests that Ukrainian Catholics have
survived and are indestructible, and
because the metropolitan was a
proponent of an independent Uk–
raine and opposed the Soviet regime.
His close contacts with the Jewish
community in Lviv and the help he
gave Jews in those trying years serve
as an example as well as a basis for
the cooperation and mutual help
among our two peoples — and this
further incenses Soviet authorities.
The prospect of cooperation between
the Jews and Ukrainians presents a
most disturbing phenomenon for
the Soviets, one which is clearly
undesirable from their standpoint.
The petition to "Yad yashem"
regarding the designation of Andrey
Sheptytsky as one of the "Righteous
of the World," has alreafjy been
signed by hundreds of peqble. The
campaign to gather
signatures
continues in the hope that ще name
of Andrey Sheptytsky will stoon gain
widespread recognition among the
Jewish people and that Andrey
Sheptytsky will enter our honie asan
- - eternal friend and a righteous man.
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Ukrainian-Jewish..
(Continued from page 6)

We would like lo work toward
establishing normal relations, be they
academic, scholarly, social or personal.
KUROPAS:You arc probably aware
that there is a Ukrainian GreekCatholic mission in Nazareth, headed
by Pastor Casimir Roszko.
The Rev. Yaroslaw Sawchuk' is
planning to come to lsrael from the
United States in regard to plans to build
a chapel on land in Jerusalem. This will
probably lead to an increase in
Ukrainian tourist travel from the
United States and Canada to lsrael.
We are. of cour.se. aware that lsrael
At a meeting in lsrael, from left are: Esidore Goldenberg, Alia l.icht, lsrael Kleiner, Julian Kulas, Josephina Oichman, Luba
looks to the United States and Canada
Markewych, Myron Kuropas, Jakiv Suslensky and Yiktor Kagan.
for friendly support...І think it would be
in your interest, were we to present and come out in support of matters which are of
KUROPAS: We have tried to work very closely with the Jewish organizations,
primary concern to,your nation...
tried for example, to have a joint movement to support the dissdents — and we were
During our stay here, we have understood that the israeli government has
told quite frankly by the Jewish organizations in the United States that it is not to
afforded us the opportunity to become acquainted with this country and its needs in
their interest to support us simply because if the Soviet Union saw that the Jewishorder to be better able to represent its concerns among our congressmen and
American communities were supporting the Ukrainian national struggle, it would
senators and president back home.
immediately begin to cut Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union, in order to
KLE1NER: if you are able to establish better relations with Jewish organizations protect the flow of Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union, the Jewish-American
in the United States, this would prove beneficial for you as well as for us. organizations felt that it was not in their interest to openly support, or in any way
Mr. Kulas then referred to the problems which came up in connection with the become associated with the Ukrainian nationalist movement. What would be your
court trials of Ukrainians in the United States who are being charged with
response to that kind of an argument?
collaborating with the Nazis in the annihilation of Jews, in this context, he referred
SUSLENSKY: 1 do not think that just because of this the Jews and Ukrainians
specifically to the use of Soviet evidence in United States courts. Mr. Kulas noted
should not establish contact. Moreover, 1 thing that our unity can be a means of
that this has caused antagonism among certain Jewish and Ukrainian groups. influencing Soviet emigration policy. І know that the Soviet authorities understand
Mr. Kleiner responded by citing the case of a Georgian who emigrated from
only one language — the language of strength. And if we are strong, and we shall be
Canada to the Soviet Union and who was charged with Nazi war crimes. strong, and if we unite our efforts, then the' Soviet authorities will take this factor
There were some 200 witnesses testifying that he had been in the Caucasus where– into consideration and, 1 think, this may even have positive results on emigration
as in fact, he was serving with the German army in the рге-Baltic region at the
policy.
time and was never in the Caucasus.
KUROPAS: What is the relationship that exists, in brief terms, among the Jews
KUROPAS: Why is the Soviet Union intent on thwarting Ukrainian-Jewish and Ukrainians in Soviet Ukraine, to the best of your understanding, right at this
cooperation?
particular moment?
KLE1NER: І thought this was clear toeverybody; it's a well-knownfact, common
SUSLENSKY: There are differing opinions on the question. І spoke to many
knowledge. І don4 have to tell you of Ukraine's importance - in terms of territory,
people whose relations with Ukrainians were very good. And then again there were
economy and population — within the system of Soviet imperialism.
those who did not think the Ukrainains were friendly towards them, it is difficult to
in its struggle against so-called bourgeois nationalism, the Soviet Union resorts come to any conclusions on the basis of such comments. But whatever the relations
to two trump cards: that the Ukrainians annihilated Jews, and that the Ukrainians may be, we have to improve them. We can take the stand that the relations are
collaborated with the Nazis.
not good. We simply have to improve them. We want to turn a new page in our
if we succeed in setting things right at least on one of these scores, this would be a relations, that is the reason we have started this organization.
substantial blow to Soviet propaganda, and we would undermine the basis on
KUROPAS: You have indicated that you served some time in prison and also
which they wage battle against Ukrainian nationalism.
labor camp, and that the Jews and Ukrainians constitute the two largest groups
You, of course, are well aware of the deleterious effects that Jewish animosity
when it comes to the dissident movement. Can you tell us about some of the people
towards Ukrainians has had for the Ukrainians and their cause. You see this in the
with whom you served time in the labor camp?
press, in politics; it pervades all phases of life, if this could only be changed, it would
SUSLENSKY: 1 was on very good terms with the Ukrainians in camp. І had the
go a long way towards establishing a basis for the strengthening of your position
opportunity to meet hundreds of Ukrainians who were very friendly toward Jews,
and your status in the world.
who understood our problems. We understood one another and we became good
We support Ukrainian nationalism because we believe that it and Jewish friends. І personally am very grateful to Ukrainians because they saved my life; 1 can
nationalism-Zionism are similar in many respects. One cannot empathize with say that 1 survived due to the Ukrainians who were with me in one cell and who took
Jewish nationalism and not uphold others, Ukrainian nationalism among them. me out into the open so that 1 could breathe fresh air. І was in a very difficult
SUSLENSKY: in lsrael there are two tendencies: one tendency is that we are
situation when 1 was in the notorious viadimir prison,and it was only thanks to
Jews and that we should not interfere in other people's problem. So we have to be
Ukrainians that i'm alive today. There were many Ukrainians in the camps; about
occupied only with our own problems - the^Jewish problems.Tri ettectTwe should
50 percent of the prisoners were Ukrainians, and the relations between the
be separated from the whole world and live our inner life. The second tendency is:
Ukrainians and Jews were friendly there.
we are Jews, but we are also democrats. We belong to the democratic camp, so we
І remember two cases when the anti-Semitic Russian community wanted to
have to struggle along with the whole camp of democratic countries. We cannot stand
organize a pogrom in the camp. Ukrainians prevented that pogrom.
against the whole world; we have to find allies and struggle together with all those
KUROPAS: it is my understanding that you have done considerable research in
who support us. Today, the Ukrainians living in the West want to be our allies. And
regard to the people who have assisted the Jewish population in Ukraine during the
11 hi nk' t ha t we have to shake hands with them, to support one another. І don't think Holocaust, and particularly, you are concerned with efforts that our Metropolitan
there j're problems that can separate the Jewish people and the Ukrainians. The Sheptytsky be recognized as one of the individuals who has provided considerable
only problem is the memory of the past. We have to study the past thorougly in assistance to Soviet Jews. Can you comment on that?
order fa see the truth, but everything depends on the purpose–why we should learn
SUSLENSKY: One of our tasks is to find here, in lsrael, those Jews who were
that past.
saved by Ukrainians during the war... (inaudible)... and we will do everything to see
it is one thing if we want to fight one another; if we want to be friends, then it is to it that they are acknowledged as "Righteous of the World."
quite another thing.
Now we are leading a campaign in order to acknowledge Andrey Sheptysky as
We feant to spread the truth, only because we do not want the past to be repeated
one of the "Righteous of the World." We know everything he did for our people; he
in the future.
was really a holy man.
We have collected about 500 signatures, though only some people are leading
that campaign.
KUROPAS: You are planning a trip to the United States next month (April), it
is my understanding that you plan to visit the various Ukrainian American
communities. Can you tell us a little bit about what you plan to accomplish during
your visit to the U.S. and Canada?
SUSLENSKY: My aim is to meet the Ukrainians in the West, in the United
States and Canada, to speak to them and to find out about their real attitude
AN 0UTL1NE H1ST0RY
towards the Jewish people, i'd like to organize committees of Ukrainian-Jewish
THE AGE OF HER01SM
cooperation in order to ensure contact with them in the future.
І thfnK that cooperation between the Ukrainians in the West and the Jewish
By Myron B. Kuropas
^адгиябліетьяу
people will serve as an example showing that it's possible for the Jewish people to
S4.00 (Handling and postage charges included)
establish
contact with many peoples in the world.
!І
NOW AT OUR BOOKSTORE "SvOBODA"
The pope addressed the Jewish people, asking them to start a dialogue with the
New Jersey residents 5"e sales lax
Christian world. Our president Yitzak Navon addressed our people, asking us to
start a dialogue with the Muslim world.
SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
H"erfWfe-–
it is up to us to begin; we're the pioneers in starting such a dialogue with the
30 Montgomery Street
Ukrainian people. We have started our dialogue with the Ukrainian people because
THE Ml Of HFR01SM
Jersey City. N.J. 07302
we think that the relations between the Jews and the Ukrainians are most
complicated, if we succeed in our work, then we can do much good for our peoples.
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Center offers
English classes
NEW YORK - t h e Riverside Adult
Learning Center is providing free,
short-term, intensive courses in English
as a second language for immigrants
and refugees throughout New York
City.
- The program is funded by the Adult
Education Act and by the Department
of Health and Human Services.
According to the brochure, each
program is a unit of 30 days, with either
two and one-half or five hours of
instruction per day. A new unit begins
approximately every three to four
weeks throughout the year.
The intensive language classes run
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. fora total of
150 hours. The part-r'me classes run
daily from 9:30 a.m. to noon fora total
of 75 hours.
,
The program is designed for newly
arrived immigrants and refuggees who
have little or no knowledge of the
English language. Each course is a
prelude to job training programs,
advanced English classes, and; or jobs.
While reading and writing are a part
of each class, the emphasis is on master–
ing, in the shortest possible time, the
oral skills necessary to function in an
English-language enviroment.
Eor additional information write:
Riverside Adult Learning Center; 490
Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027,
or call: (212) 749-7000, ext. 350, 351.

Easter liturgy
to be broadcast
MC ADOO, Pa. - The resurrection
service and divine liturgy will be broadcast from the Holy Protectress Ukrai–
-nian Catholic Church on Easter Sunday, April 19, on Channel 28 of Scranton at 11 a.m.
The youth choir of the church will
sing during the Easter service. Pastor of
the parish is the Rev. Bohdan Levytsky.
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Orthodox league sponsors religious concert

United Ukrainian Orthodox Choirs of Northern New Jersey during the UOL's New York-New Jersey regional concert in
Maplewood, N.J. Seated in the front row are Archbishop Mark (center), clergy and choir directors.
MAPLEWOOD, N.J. - Holy As–
cention Ukrainian Orthodox Church
here was the site of a religious concert
sponsored by the New York-New Jersey
Region of the Ukrainian Orthodox
League on Sunday, March 22.
The program opened with the prayer
"O Heavenly King." Following the
invocation and a blessing by Archbishop Mark, the Rev. John R. Na–
konachny, pastor of Holy Ascension
and chairman of the concert, welcomed
the archbishop, clergy and all present
and expressed his gratitude to the
Ukrainian Orthodox League, the direc–
tors and choir members participating in
the concert. He said: "Today's concert is
a dream come true, and this concert
should be expanded to prepare for the
1988 celebration of the 1,000th anniver–
sary of the baptism of Ukraine."
Following his remarks, the Holy

Ascension Choir of Maplewood, under
the direction of the Rev. Nakonachny
and Leonid Charchenko, sang several
religious songs. They were followed by
choirs from the following parishes (in
order of appearance): St. Andrew's
Ukrainian Orthodox Memorial Church
Choir of South Bound Brook, N.J.,
directed by Taras Pavlovsky; Dmytro
Bortniansky Choir of Holy Trinity
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, lrving–
ton, N.J., Dymtro Olijnyk, director;
Lysenko Choir of Holy Ascension
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Clifton,
N.J., Osyp Holowacky, director; St.
Demetrius Ukrainian Orthodox Cathe–
dral Choir, Carteret, N.J., Dimitri
Zazworsky, director.
The Rev. Taras Chubenko, pastor of
St. Demetrius Ukrainian Orthodox
Cathedral in Carteret and spiritual
advisor of the New York-New Jersey
UOL, gave the closing remarks, he

thanked all choir directors and mem–
bers for preparing a concert dedicated
to the preservation of sacred Ukrainian
Orthodox Church music.
The highlight of the concert was the
singing the final selections: "Bozhe
velykyi" (a prayer for Ukraine) by
Lysenko and "Mnohaya Lita," intoned
by Archdeacon Wolodymyr Polischuk.
which were sung by all choirs combined
- over 100 voices - under the direc–
tion of Mr. Charchenko.
immediately following the concert,
the Senior UOL chapter of Holy Ascen–
sion Parish sponsored'a'coffee hour in:
the parish hall, duYing which Teresa
Tizio, president of the New York-New
Jersey UOL, remarked on the success of
the concert.
Proceeds raised will go to the UOL's
All Saints Camp Fund and to the Lynn
Sawchuk-Karen Kuzbyt Scholarship
Fund.

wo PLACE LIKE SOYUZIVKA!

SOYUZIVKA
BEAUT1FUL ESTATE OF THE UXRA1N1AN NAT10NAL ASS'N
IN THE ROLLING CATSK1LLS NEAR KERH0NKS0N. N.Y.

it's the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!
Make your reservations now - lor a week, or two. or three
Exquisite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, nome made recipes. 8 tennis courts,
volleyball courts. ГЛутрк:ям swimming pool, entertainment sports, special weekend concert
programs

TENNIS CAMP
JUNE 20 to JULY 1, 1981 -

BOYS and G1RLS age 12-18

C H l L D R E N ' S C A M P (For youngsters age 7 to 11)

WE ARE ACCEPT1NG
EASTER GREET1NGS
I N THE WEEKLY

G1RLS -

JUNE 20 -

JULY 4. 1 9 8 1 ; BOYS -

-
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30 Montgomery Street Щ Jersey City, N.J. 07302

AUGUST 1: ADvANCED - AUGUST 2 - AUG. 15

'

UKRAINIAN ARTS; COURSES
AUGUST 16 -

Rates: S5.00 per column7inch
Deadlines: April 10 (Gregorian c a l e n d a r )
April 16 (Julian calendar)
Send your special Easter greeting, along with the appropriate fee. to:

JULY 18. 1981

FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP
BEG1NNERS - JULY 19 -

J We invite'our readers, organizations, businessmen, merchants and in–
dividuals to relay their Easter greetings in The Ukrainian Weekly. What better way
to make your traditional holiday greetings unique, distinctive and memorable?
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AUGUST 3 1 . 1981
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Apopka

Ukrainians honor Shevchenko

APOPKA. Fla. - Ukrainians from Flows") and Rosale Kowalchuk Hand
throughout central Florida attended the played "Rove ta Stohne" on the piano.
annual Taras Shevchenko concert held
The keynote address was given by
here -on March 22 at the Ukrainian Stephen Kowalchuk. and the dinner
Unity of St. volodymir.
was arranged by Anne Bilecky. prcsi–
The program was opened by the dent of the women's guild.
Unity Mixed Choir under the direction
of Mr. M. Kulynich. which performed
Shevchenko's "Testament."
in his address, emcee Ostap Zabytko
spoke of Shevchenko.
Also appearing was the Lesia Ukrai–
JENK1NTOWN, Pa. - Manor
nka Bandurist Ensemble under the
direction of Mrs. 1. Neswiacheny. Junior College is taking applications for
its
Spring Open Tennis Tourney to be
Members included Maria Zabytko,
Zenon Maksymiw, E. Kowal and P. held April 22 - 27.
Jack Shields, chairman, has invited
Bodnarczuk. The highlight of the concert was "O Lull" ("Lullabye") which local women players and alumnae,
was sung by Ms. Zabytko accompanied especially from the intermediate and
beginners levels to sign up for the twoby the ensemble.
Thirteen-year-old Slavko Kowal day tourney.
Singles and doubles awards will be
recited "TecKe Yoda" ("The Water
presented at the finals on Monday,
April 27 at 4 p.m. The 55 per player
entry donation will go to the annual
fund to supplement student activities.
Ukrainian Printing
The public is cordially invited to enter
Specializing in
and to attend the matches.
wedding invitations.
The Manor tennis courts are located
Standard designs
at the west end of the campus at Forrest
or custom-made.
Avenue
near Fox Chase Road. Court
215-276-4457
reservations are now being accepted for
the community summer session. Tennis
DALQKOffset
professionals may also reserve time
PRINTING
during the day.
For additional information and entry
Darko Stofanyshyn
forms visit or call Mr. Shields, director
902 OAK LANE AvENUE
of public relations and development, at
P H I L A D E L P H I A PA
19126
(215)885-2360.

Manor to hold
tennis tourney

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

SIXTEENTH
NATIONAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
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coming year. The district's quota from
this overall figure is 70 new members.
in the ensiling discussion on the
(( ontinucd from р;іці- 5)
reports. Messrs. Hanych. Morkochuk
l'NA members for a three-month pc– and Kilyk voiced their dissatisfaction
riod upon submission ol names ol the regarding articles appearing in Svoboda
and The Ukrainian Weekly which they
secretaries.
І he Rev. Bilak concluded his address felt were attacks on the Liberation
by calling for. unity within the UNA. Front.
Mr. Hanych. member of the district's
encouraging fraternal cooperation.
Next to speak was Mr. Hawrysz. auditing committee, then read a resolu–
senior field orgainzer, who congratu– tion calling on the executive board of
lated the district for having recruited 78 the UNA to send us representativies to
new members thereby, surpassing its the UCCA, and on the Svoboda press to
quota by 1 1 percent. Mr. Hawrysz refrain from publishing articles critical
extended special gratitude to Evhenia of the Ukrainian Liberation Front. The
lwaseczko Cap. secretary of Branch 46, resolution was passed by a majority of
for her efforts in organizing new mem– those present.
bcrs and to Anna Mandziuk. the dis–
Elected to the executive committee
triet's youngest secretary, for having for 1981 were: Mr. Kolodruband Anne
organized 17 new members.
Pypiuk, honorary members: Mrs. Ha–
Mr. Hawrysz went on to inform that ras chairman: Stephan Kolodrub and
4.0(H) new members, insured for the sum Nicholas Dubyk, vice-presidents; Mr.
ol SlO.O(H) have to be organized by the Mycha, Ukrainian-languae secretary.
Mrs. Strot. English-language secretary;
Mr. Mushasty, treasurer; Jonh Hutzay–
luk, lvan Drabyk, Mrs. lwaseczko Cap,
(Continued (nun page 5)
Martin Shcska, Stephan Sayuk, Ka–
therine Sargent. Anna Mandziuk, Harry
Maybe all of us who are active in
Praschyk. Walter Zagwoski. - memthe community, would be better off if
be rs.
we were to take a long, honest look at
Elected to the auditing committee
our goals as Ukrainians, and then
was Mr. lwaseczko; Mr. Hanych and
work towards them — clearing out
Michael Chromiak were elected mem–
everything that obstructs those goals
bers.
— including disproportionate egos
The meeting drew to a close with an
and pettiness, in other words, we
address by the re-elected president, who
should pose the challenging ques–
urged all to work together in a spirit of
tion: 'Am 1 doing this for myself, or
fraternal cooperation for the goal of
for the Ukrainian cause?' "
meeting the newly set membership
quota.
if you would like to share your
opinions about being Ukrainian, or if
Best wishes were then extended to
you would like to work towards a
Mrs. Sagan, member of the auditing
more vibrant Ukrainian community
committee of Branch 143. on the occa–
in your area, with the help of the
sion of her birthday.
UNA fraternal activities office,
The meeting closed with the recita–
please contact: Maria Korduba at
(201) 451-2200 or (212) 227-5250; tion of a prayer, led bv the district's
honorun
president Mr. Kolodrub. Mrs.
Ukrainian National Association, 30
Haras then invited all participants to a
Montgomery St., Jersey City. N.J.
reception prepared by the ladies of
07302.
Branch 47.

Lehigh УаІІеу, Pa.

On being Ukrainian...

Saturday-Sunday, May 23 and 24, 1981

PYSANKY
UKRAINIAN

Chicago, ill.
To quality, you must be an active member of the UNA.
This tournament is governed by ABC and W1BC moral sanction.
Guaranteed prizes for men's and women's team events.
Men's team
Women'steam

J500.00 - 1st place
„ . J200.00 --lst-place

Easter Egg Decorating
S300.00 - 2nd place
ЯОООО—2nd place

FORD C1TY BOWL - 7601 S. Cicero Ave.. Chicago. Ml. 60652. (312) 585-2900
48 lanes - all reserved for tournament
Singles and doubles - Saturday, M a y 2 3 - a t 1 p . m .
All team events - Sunday. May 2 4 - a t 1 p . m .
BOWLERS HEADQUARTERS -

Holiday inn (Ford City)

7353 S. Cicero Avenue. Chicago, i l l . 60652. (312) 581-5300
BOWLERS S0C1AL - SATURDAY - H0L1DAY 1NN
4 hours of liquid refreshments, unlimited
Hot hors d' oeuvres - music for your dancing pleasure

BANQUET - Sunday -

H0L1DAY 1NN

Cocktails - 6 : 3 0 p . m .
Dinner a n d Program - 7 : 3 0 p . m . (Awards p r e s e n t a t i o n )
Refreshments a n d d a n c i n g
May 1 , 1 9 8 1 . d e a d l i n e for a l l e n t r i e s
BOWLERS FROM UN1TED STATES AND CANADA ARE C0RD1ALLY lNviTED.

. . . another excellent selection from New England's most comprehen–
sive art and craft supply store.
1. Complete kits from S4.75 to S9.95.
2. instruction pamphlets and full color illustrated books.
3. Kistkas - small, medium or large plus
fully electric kistkas.
4. Edible or non-edible dyes; beeswax; candles.
5. Jigsaw puzzle with many Pysanky designs.
6. Phone orders with Yisa7Master Charge

MADISON CRAFT SUPPLIES, ETC.

І

71 Bradley Rd. (one block north of US1 at Rt. 71)

Madison, Conn. 06443
Free Statewide Phone: 1-800422-2813
Local Phones: 245-7319,245-7900; 245-7310
OPEN: Sun. 11:00-5:00, Mon.-Sat. 10:004:00

For further information, write or phone

For more information tune in to Dick Kerry
AMERICAN UKRAINIAN SHOW

Helen Б Clek National Bowling Tournament Committee.
7644 W Rosedale Ave Chicago Ml 60632(312)631-4625
Ed Sullwan Tournament Chairman
6036 S Mobile Ave . Chicago Ml 60638 (312) 586-3414
Rich Pitula. Tournament Secretary
8008 S Kedvale Ave . Chicago ill 60652 (312)284-0593
Ukrainian National Association
P C Бох 76
30 Montgomery St Jersey City N J 07303
J201) 451-2200.
...
....

WRYM!840
ГНЕ PREFERRED MUS!C STAT10N 1N GREATER HARTFORD
1056 W1LLARD AvENUE
NEW1NGTON. CONN 061 1 '
Telephone 12031 6 6 6 - 5 6 4 6

.

. . . OH J2031 7 4 7 9 9 7 8
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Winnipeg school's bilingual
will hold official opening
WlNN'lPEG - Keith Cosens, mini–
ster of education, and Mayor Bill
Norrie will officiate at the official
opening of the English-Ukrainian Bilin–
gual Program at Margaret Underbill
Elementary School in Transcona on
Thursday, April 30, at 7:30 p.m.
' The evening's program includes a
ribbon-cutting ceremony with the mini–
ster. Mayor Norrie and vera Deren–
chuk participating. Mrs. Derenchuk is
the superintendent of schools in the
Transcona-Springfield School Divi–
sion, whose trustees will also be present.
Children in the school's first EnglishUkrainian bilingual class will perform a
number of songs and their classroom
will be open to all visitors.

Stamp exhibit
wins award
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - At the
ROPEX-81 Philatelic Exhibition held
here on March 13-15, Andrij D. Sol–
czanyk's exhibit, "Science and Techno–
logy with Ukrainian Connections,"
received Silver Bronze Award.
The 160-page exhibit shows with the
help of philatelic material the connec–
tions of many scientists and technolo–
gists with Ukraine.
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Gratovich, Baley present
demonstration at Harvard

program

The program included the Sonata for
CAMBR1DGE. Mass. - Eugene
The English-Ukrainian program at
Underhill School commenced in Sep– Gratovich. violinist, and virko Baley, violin and Piano, Op. 5, No. 1 by
tember 1980with20studentsenrolledin pianist, presented a lecture demonstra– Johann N. Hummel, "Two Pieces" Op.
grade 1. Recruitment is currently under tion at the Harvard Music Department 4 (1919) by victor Koscnko. Also
way for the 1981 -82 school year with the on Thursday. March 19. titled "New featured were Sonata for violirr and
objective of having one kindergarten Music by Composers of the Soviet Piano Op. 19 (1926) by Boris Lato–
premiere of
and one grade 1 class in addition to the Union." The lecture demonstration shinsky. the local
featured tape excerpts of compositions Sonata No. 2 for Piano (1975) by
grade 2 class.
by Schnittke. Denisov. Pyart. Silve– У lentin Silvestrov and "Triptych"("in
The aim of the English-Ukrainian strov. Hrabovsky. Huba and volkon– the Highlands") (1972) by Yevhen
sky.
Also' included was a live pcrfor– Stankovych.
bilingual program
is to allow pupils
to achieve proficiency in both English mance of "Gobelin" for violin and piano
and Ukrainian so that they may be able (1975) by volodymyr Huba.
The most striking composition on the
Both Messrs. Gratovich and Bales
to pursue studies with ease in both
were interviewed by Dennis Boyer on program was the performance of "Gobe–
languages.
WBUR radio station Boston, and Mr. lin,"a United States premiere perfor–
Gratovich appeared on a live Tv talk mance. A "Gobelin" is a French tape–
show in New York City on March 1S. stry, popular at the time of Louis Xiv
Jacob Werbitski (1900-80) was ho– and made at the Gobelin Dyehouse and
(Continued from page 8)
nored with a concert of predominantly Tapestry Works in Paris. Like its nameAll his priestly years in the United
Ukrainian modern music performed by sake, Huba's "Gobelin" ("Hobelen" in
States the good Basilian priest spent
Messrs. Gratovich and Baley on Friday. Ukrainian ) is of a single piece but with
in fruitful spiritual work in Christ's
March 20. at the Longy School ol many contrasting sections linked by
vineyard, preaching missions to the
Music in Cambridge. Mass. This pro- continual reference to the principle
laity in almost all the Ukrainian
gram was made possible through the theme (or "message") and this theme
parishes throughout the country. He
keeps reappearing.
generosity ol William B. Stan.
was vitally involved in administrative
work for his beloved Basilian Order,
in 1963 he was a delegate to the
General Chapter of the Basilians in
RENEWAL ТІМЕ
Rome, and for the last 20 years has
been a member of the Provincial
A NOTICE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
Council of the order.

New eparch...

FOR SALE
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
available thru government auctions in
your area. Many sell for under S200.00.

Call 602-941-8014. Ext. 6920
for your directory to purchase.

REAL ESTATE
Highland Lake. New York - J95.000
UNUSUAL ARCHlTECrS HOME
4 bedrooms. 3 full baths, fireplace, in ground
pool. 2 car garage, fully carpeted. І'ч acres.
secluded, many refinements
Call 9 1 4 - 5 5 7 - 8 9 4 8 - No Brokers

Nearly a year has passed since The Weekly subscription system was altered and
made independent from that of Svoboda. For many of our readers, therefore, it's
about that time when subscription renewals are due.
if you mail your renewal today you'll be sure to receive The Weekly - your
Ukrainian perspective on the news - without interruption.
Please remember to send your renewal, along with a check or money order. (S5
for UNA members. 58 for non-members) to: The Ukrainian Weekly, Subscription
4
Department. 30 Montgomery St.. Jersey City. N.J. 07302.

UKRAINIAN AMERICAN COOK BOOK
ON ENGLISH)
Edited by Jr. Women's League - Published by Ladies Guild of St. Andrew's
Ukrainian Catholic Church
7700 Hoertz Rd,. Parma. Ohio 44134

PR1CE S6.00
Send money orders to Mrs. Harry Kostelnik
3131 W Pleasant valley Rd.. Parma. Ohio 44134

HURRY. HURRY, they won't last - reprint of 1.000 books again by popular demand.
Wonderful for showers, weddings and Christmas gifts. Has hundreds of recipes hard to
find and unusual
Nice Easter Gift too

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS

UNA STUDENT EDUCATlONAL LOANS
The loan will bear a modest interest rate of 307oayear only on loans made, interest
will accumulate during the period of schooling and be paid during repayment
period.
As ot November 1 children up to 4 yearsol age whoenroll lor J15 OOOol insurance will be guaranteed a 55 000 educational loan Should they
enroll foi i?b 000 ol insurance thev will be guaranteed a loan ol S7 500
Juvenile members ages S !o 10 enrolled lor 115 000 ol N(W insurance will be guaianteed a J4 000 Educational loan if enrolled (or J?5 000 of
protection they will be guaianteed a loan nt J6 000
lhe iniileiiiim hririn '.-'

A UNA
FRATERNAL
SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

A loim.il ІІІІІИ r ih.it in.

І 1" must be iniiti'i UNA P ?O Or!.ti.:ate
- ,Mi.ii.intred will he sent with Certificate ot Protection when .t is issued alter November 1 1980

Certificate ІІІКЧІ iem.nii пі і"""' чілнімій with all assessments and dues paid until (duratmnal loan is panted and throughout repayment penod
Certificate must be assigned in UNA during the period ot the loan and its repayment t ither parents or guardian must guarantee tepayment of loan
if Juvenile is under age 71 when loan is granted
fducationai loans will h'– "Mile i'vei a loin year penod only lor tuition to lhe college oi institution of higher learning
Repayment ..i ln.ni Іп-ціт the 1 months following graduation of applicant and must he 'uMy iepaid over a manmum ot twenty equal quarterly
installments
Shnuld uentnl ..t ПІШ.1ІИН1 tin wtn. h ma" was secui"il be reduced oi terminated the iepayment penod will begin immediately
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archbishop of Chicago, spoke warmly
of the former Chicago eparch, Bishop
Gabro, and of his friendship with
Ukrainians during his studies in Rome.
the laity of St. Nicholas Eparchy; the
He pledged to work with Bishop Lo–
very Rev. Patrick Paschak, provincial
tocky just as he had with Bishop Gabro.
superior of the Basilian Fathers in the
in his remarks. Bishop Lotocky
United States, on behalf of the religious
recalled his youth and novitiate in the
of the eparchy; and Msgr. William
Order of St. Basil the Great. He told the
Bilinsky, vicar general and chancellor,
faithful: "1 would like to enter into the
on behalf of the clergy.
souls and hearts of each of you... І come
Metropolitan Sulyk read a message
to you as a brother and servant."
from Patriarch Josyf written on the
The benediction was delivered by
occasion of his installation and that of
Archbishop Lubachivsky.
Bishop Lotocky.
The banquet program also included
The patriarch noted in the message
performances by the Nezabudky trio
that the fact these two men were chosen
composed of Maria Kostelyna, Alexan–
to serve the Ukrainian Catholic Church
-dra Sawyn and vera Suriwka, and
in the United States is "God's blessing
soloist Dr. iwan Rudawskyj. Nadia
for the strengthening of our Church in
Sawyn was the piano accompanist.
Ukraine and abroad, for its spiritual
Press conference
development and unity." He also called
on the religious and faithful to support
During a brief meeting with members
^and work with the new prelates.
of the press, Bishop Lotocky answered
Cardinal Cody, the Roman Catholic questions dealing with his decision to
accept his new post, and outlined some
of his immediate objectives and several
of the key issues he would face.
When asked why he accepted the post
after first turning it down. Bishop
Lotocky answered that the pope, through
TOMS RivER, N.J. - The Ukrai– his apostolic delegate, had requested
nian American Club of Ocean County that he accept the job, and that he had
was scheduled to hold a meeting here on been elected by the Synod of Bishops
Thursday, April 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the and Patriarch Josyf. He added that he
community room of the Dover Town- also felt that by accepting the position,
ship Building in Toms River.
he could help the Chicago Eparchy,
which consists of 30,000 Ukrainian
The club was organized in January Catholics and 40 priests spread out over
by Anna M. Deisenroth, secretary of a large portion of the United States.
Toms River UNA Branch 26. The club
in his new position. Bishop Lotocky
meets on the second Thursday of each revealed, he expects to work closely
month at the township building.
with the clergy in eparchial matters,
broaden the work of the eparchial
There are currently about 50 mem– consistory and revitalize the role of
bers and the number is increasing laymen in Church organizations.
steadily. "We hope to triple our mem–
Bishop Lotocky also outlined several
bership by the end of July," said Ms. of his immediate concerns: to get ac–
Deisenroth. "1 know that there are quite quainted with the eparchy, to visit the
a few Ukrainian Americans out there; priests and the faithful, to seek out
they just don't know about our club." vocations and to work with young
people.
Some of the activities being planned
All press arrangements, including the
by the club members are a picnic, a press conference, were coordinated by
Ukrainian booth on Founder's Day in the Rev. Joseph Shary, who provided
Toms River, a dance and, perhaps, a the press with a comprehensive press
talent show.
kit, which included background mate–
tial on Bishop Lotocky, the Ukrainian
The goal of the club is to further and Catholic Church, the St. Nicholas
preserve the Ukrainian heritage by Diocese and cathedral, and on Ukraine.
organizing various social and cultural
Representatives of two local televi–
activities.
„ –
. . – - sion networks, as well as members of the
For further information contact Ms. Catholic and Ukrainian press, attended
the installation ceremonies.
Deisenroth at (201) 349-7821.

Lotocky installed...
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U.S. psychiatric...

(Continued from page 1)

Ukrainian American
club meets

(Continued from page 3)

neuroleptic drugs, even though he was
mentally sound.
in 1974, Dr. Gluzman and political
activist viadimir Bukovsky, now in the
West, compiled A Manual on Psychia–
try for Dissidents. The document,
written while the two men were in exile
and dedicated to Mr. Plyushch, then
being held in a psychiatric hospital,
described the techniques of prison
psychiatrists and suggested in some
detail how prisoners should behave
under interrogation. The manual was
sent from Perm through secret channels
to Moscow, where it was circulated in
the samizdat.

Ukrainians, Jews...
(Continued from page 3)

domination by the Soviet Union, undcr–
scores the need for mutual understand–
ing and cooperation."
The two groups finally committed
themselves "to work together for the
promotion of that quality of intergroup
harmony, respect and understanding
within which we will find: 1) mutual
supportiveness on matters of individual
and common concern; 2) joint coopera–
tion toward solving these concerns and
problems through candid, tolerant and
informed dialogue, and 3) common
effort and sacrifice to resolve and avoid
problems which are now within our
means, or can be made so, to resolve."

(Continued from page 10)

For the Ukrainians, the statement
was signed by Dr. Richard Hanusey.
Dr. Andriy v. Szul. and Dr. Peter G.
Stercho of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America, Philadelphia
chapter; 1 van Shandor of the Ukrainian
American Bar Association, and Alex–
andra Shwed of the Ukrainian AntiDefamation League. The statement was
signed for the American Jewish Com–
mittee by Robert A. Fox, Jules 1.
Whitman, Dr. Seymour Piwoz, Dr.
Edward Newman and Dr. Murray
Friedman.
Founded in 1906, the American
Jewish Committee is this country's
pioneer human-relations organization,
it combats bigotry, protects the civil
and religious rights of Jews at home and
abroad and seeks improved human
relations for all people everywhere.

Blykha, on behalf of the district, offered
best wishes to Mr. Flis for his rapid
recovery.
(Continued from page 5)
Certain sections of the UNA by-laws,
31), the financial status of the U N A, the concerning obligations, reponsibilities
UNA building, this year's increase indi– and privileges of UNA members, were
vidends to long-time members of UNA read at the meeting.
in the ensuing discussion attention
and eventual further adjustments in di–
vidend payments. She also reported on was paid to special courses for secre–
UNA payments out of the fraternal taries, branch programs, promissory
fund to various activities and causes. notes, other topics.
However, such services to the commu–
in closing, Mr. Chomko thanked all
nity will only be possible with a steady for their presence and participation in
influx of new members into the UNA, the meeting.
Mrs. Dushnyck concluded.
During the tasty repast prepared by
Greetings were then extended to Mr. Eva Oliyarnyk, an animated exchange
Chomko and the district by Messrs. of opinions continued in a friendly
Ostrowsky and Zubrycky, while Mr. atmosphere.

Passaic, N.J.

Four years on a sailboat...
low on water. There was no public faucet and the
villagers were unfriendly to foreigners. Seeing a
woman watering her garden. І asked in Ukrainian if we
could buy some water. No. we could not buy any. but
she would give us all we needed. She had a new source
for gossiping, and wc had a friend and free water.
in our 15,000 miles of traveling and sailing in the
Mediterranean, with the exception of Rome, we rarely
met other Ukrainians. No other yacht sailed with a
bluelyellow flag. We did meet two yachts from
Poland, one near Rome, the other in Rhodes, Greece.
They were owned by government clubs, not indivi–
duals.
Not speaking Ukrainian regularly was detrimental
in maintaining my vocabulary. My only recourse was
reading Ukrainian books and newspapers aloud,
playing Ukrainian cassettes sent by friends and
holding mental conversations with myself. These selfdialogues were intense and interesting, usually
provoked by an article in Svoboda. 1 would silently
but vehemently debate the authors for their interpreta–
tions or misinterpretations of events or ideas differing
from my own.
We sailed to every country enclosing the Mediterra–
nean. excluding Algeria, Libya, Syria and Lebanon.
(We definitely were not going to Albania, but were
captured by Albanian fishing boats when we came too

According to the story in Psychiatric
News. Mr. Gluzman. who is due to be
released in May 1982, is in poor health
and it has been reported that Soviet
police have ordered him to report
weekly to the police station.
The АРА has established a fund to
aid their campaign in obtaining the
release of their colleague. Those wishing
to contributing may send funds, payable to the АРА, to Ms. Ellen Mercer,
Coordinator for international Affairs,
American Psychiatric Association,
1700 18th St. N.W.. Washington, D.C.
20009.
Correspondence to Mr. Gluzman
should be addressed to Dr. Semyon
Gluzman, USSR. RSRSR, Tiumen–
skaya oblast, 626020 posiolik Nizh–
niaya Tavda do vostrebovania, USSR.
Requesting a receipt upon delivery is
recommended.

close to the coast. A dark, stormy night helped us
escape before we became unwilling guests.) The
unstable political and military conditions, plus
concern for Simoon's safety deterred us from entering
these countries.
The emotional high point was sailing through the
Dardanelles in the fall of 1979, past the magnificent St.
Sophia, into istanbul. Three years before^Carlos had
bought charts of Odessa, the Dnieper and Bull risers.
We applied for permission, but the Soviet government
would not grant Simoon a visa.
From Uskudar (Skutary), we sailed the 17 miles of
the Bosphorus into the Black Sea. The memory of the
kozaks on their small boats, the powerful poem
"Hamalia" bx Taras Shevchcnko filled us with a
longing of despair. So close, so close to my homeland,
only to wall h Soviet-flanged мин haul vessels.speed bv
to Kherson, Odessa, Dnipropctrovske. With reverence
we dipped my hand-sewn Ukrainian flag into the black
waters, in silent tribute to the glory of the past, the pain
of the present.
One cannot put a price on moments like this. When
askfed. "win do MUI sail, win ilns !iksuli-'.'" w.i haxc
only one answer. " lo be our own masters, the shapers
of our own fate, responsible for ourselves." A sailboat
is the most expensive, slowest, most perilous means of
travel. For us though, it is the most rewarding,
stimulating, satisfying way of life.

Even in the roughest storms, we never feared death.
We had fear of equipment failure, fear for the boat,
fear for our seamanship. We do not think of ourselves
as fighting to conquer the sea. The sea is indifferent
and invincible, and only a fool would try.
Wc endeavor to live harmoniously with nature on her terms always. We cannot stop a storm, but wc
can prepare ourselves and our boat to weather that
storm. Wc ourselves set up our challenges. Coming
into port after a hard passage, we feel deep achieve–
ment: we "deserved" this port, we earned the right to
be here. Thus, every port, island or country is more
vivid for us. a lasting, meaningful memory
At present. Simoon is in lsrael, captained by our
fine German friend. After four years Carlos and 1 are
taking a leave of absence from the sea. The time has
come for us to step back from our intense lives, to
internalize our experiences, to meditate, reflect and
write. We enjoy sharing our adventures and plan to
present a slide show to introduce the public to this notso-normal way of life.
Wc are not the same two people who started out
four years ago. The outer skills, the inner knowledge,
the growth in strength and confidence in our abilities
these precious gifts are worth more than any lost
paychecks. There are many reasons for travel, mam
paths to choose. Each journey explores not only the
outer terrain but also the inner self. We have chosen,
and the sea is our master, our teacher.

